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The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
preented a favorable summary report on the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital Tuesday Afternoon.
The summary report was a preliminary assessment of the
team's findings and the final report will be ready in two or
three months.
Some deficiencies were reported by the team, mainly of a
minor nature, with some violations of regulations not even in
effect at this time.
The survey is a voluntary one, which must be paid for by
the hospital, and the team was very complimentary of the
hospital for even contracting the voluntary survey. "The
very fact that this hospital volunteered for this survey is an
indication of the.desire to show the community the standards
met bY the facility," said Dr. William R. Dalziel, the
physician member of the team. The other two mgmbers were
a nurse and a hospital administrator.
Administrator Stuart Poston said the survey is conducted
every two years not only to demonstrate to the community
the high standards met by the hospital, but to assist in
facilitating federal programs, medicare, Hill-Burton
programs, and licensure applications.
MSU Security Officers
Undergoing Instruction
Security officers at Murray State
University are participating in a two-
day course in firearms instruction that
will include both classroom presen-
tations and firing for record on the
range on Tuesday and Wednesday, July
27-28. --
campus, said 11 officers will be in-
volved in the firearms instruction
program to be conducted by Capt.
Jerry Lee, who heads the detective
division of the Murray Police Depar-
tment, including eight full-time of-
ficers, one part-time officer, and two
student supervisors of the Racer
Patrol.
They are: Sgts. J. D. Grogan, Hardy
Kelso, and Eugene Rooerts, and
SilfliasiaaSteweirleenor, Charles Kemp,
Rupert Maynard, James Metcalf,
Undo Riley, Hollis Roberts, David
Smith, and Paul Thompson.
Green said the officers will spend the
first day in the classroom at Stewart
Stadium and the second on the firing
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Deaths & Funerals 14
Cloudy and Warm
Mostly cloudy and warm with a
chance of showers and thundershowers
on Friday. The highs Friday will be in
the mid to upper 80s. Rain chances are
40 percent.
at Golden Pond where they will be
qualified with a .38 caliber side arm,
the type of weapon issued to security
officers.
He added that the training will serve
as a refresher for several of the of-
ficel-rivhile other's will be in a training
program for the first time.
Lee, who joined the Murray Police
Department in 1969, was promoted to
captain in 1972 and became a special
investigator in 1974. He is certified by
the Kentucky Law Enforcement
Council through the College of Law
Enforcement at Eastern Kentucky
University to teach classes in weapons
and firearms, as well as several other
areas in the fields of law enforcement
and criminology.
A graduate of Murray State
Unitersity where he is now doing
graduate work in guidance and coun-
seling, he has been involved in several
extensive training sessions in law




Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller has been notified of his ap-
pointment to the task force committee
which is studying alternative means of
emergency assistance for Kentucky
citizens who are recipients of welfare or
who need temporary financial aid,.
Findings of this committee will be used'
toward possible recommendations for
the next session of the legislature and
will also be reported to the governor.
The first meeting of the ten-member
committee is scheduled for today at
the State Capital. Jean Blankenship,
Calloway County Red Cross Executive




Half an award for a job only half
complete brought on this Pictured
reaction of amazement from
Calloway County fudge Robert .0.
Miller (left photo). after being re-
elected to a second term as Chair-
man of the Purchase Area Develop-
ment District Board of Directors.
Miller was presented with the "half-
plaque" from Vice-Chairman foe
Bolin, Hickmarn County Attorney, as
incentive to complete an "equally
productive second term" as Board
Chairman.
,




Open house was held last night at the
Cakloway Courtly Public Library in honor of
the newly expanded library facilities.
Special guests of the evening were Ken-
tucky author Jesse Stuart and Kentucky,
Poet tee Pennington, who participate&in a
short program. Clockwise, from top left
are Librarian Mirgaret Trevathan; Stuart;
Pennington, speaking with Max Hurt and
Dr. L J. Hortin; and Charles F. Hinds, direc-
tor of the Kentucky Department of Library
and Archives, who is talking with Bank of
Murray President Joe Dick
Staff Photos by David Hill
Leading indicators Register Gains
WASHINGTON (AP — The
government index, designed to an-
ticipate economic trends registered its
eighth consecutive monthly-increase in--
June on the strength of a surge in
business spending, the Commerce_
DepartThent said today.
The department said its composite
index of leading indicators advanced
three-tenths of a per cent last month,
compared with a seven-tenths of a per
cent increase in May.
The June increase was the smallest in
seven months. The May figure
originally had been reported as a 1.4
per cent increase but was scaled down
in the latest report.
The over-all signal from the indicator
was for continued growth in economic
activity, although perhaps at a
relatively slower pace in the months
ahead.
The index advance was particularly
encouraging for economic prospects
because most of the upward influence
came from a 13.6 per cent jump in the
volume of contracts and orders for
plant and equipment placed by
business. •
The economy has been pulled out of
the recession so far primarilY by
consumer spending, ,but most
economists consider a revival of
business spending essential if the
recovery is to continue and the
economy is to generate additional jobs •`'
and higher incomes for Americans.
The business-spending indicator as
contained in the 12 individual statistics
which make up the index has traced a
ragged, up-down pattern since
January, add provided most of the
. claw, ward  aafluence .QD 111g_index
May, when contracts and orders
But*, Awe
solid signal yet of increased spending
plans by business.
Of the other individual, statistics in
the index four went up, four went down,
two were unchanged and one was not
available in time for computation.
Moving upward were cash and near-
cash held by consumers and business,
priees-ef-hey--wileleesie-oommoditiear
stock prices and performance by
-taiittie& tuppiters. The dellVellikrbr
suppliers slowed down in June, in-
dicating stepped-up demand.
The downward influences were frcm
a smaller money supply after ad-
justment for inflation, slower formation
of new businesses, a lower volume of
new orders received by makers of
consumer products and the raw
materials for those products and a
smaitarriWnher-otnew -building per-
initaisauset 
The tiOil labor Three Indicators in the
index, the average length of the work
week and the layoff rate in
manufacturing, were unchanged from
the previous months.
State PSC Official Says Gas
Bills to Be Higher Because Of
Ruling On Price Ceiling By FPC
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state
Public Service Commission official
says Kentuckians will pay higher home
gas .bills next winter because of a
higher • nationwide ceiling price for
natural gas sold outside states where it
is produced.
Richard B. Powell, accounting
director for the Kentucky PSC, said the
companies that supply Kentuckians
with natural gas buy about 88 per cent
of the gas from producers in other
states.
A Federal Power Commission
"
New officers installed are, left Paducah Mayor All Murphy, Secretary;Hickman County Attorney, loe Bolin, Vice-Chairman; Graves County JudgeMO Castleman, Treasurer Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller:(31*r-man.
decision Tuesday nearly tripled the
amount producers can charge for gas
sold outside the producing state.
Powell predicted that the increases
will pass from producers to pipeline
companies to distributors in Kentucky
and "on down to the consumer, at least
to some extent, in the coming heat-Frig
season."
He said the heating season runs from
November through March.
TOmmy Marshall, superintendent of
the Murray Natural Gas System, said
this morning that the increase to local
homeowners will probably range from
$12 to $15 per year (approximately 10 ta
12 per cent).
Marshall emphasized that the in-
crease approved by the FPC is only on
new gas, discovered since Jan. 1, 1976.
He said that Texas Gas, the city's
supplier, had several long term con-
tracts with producers on gas discovered
prior to Jan. 1 and that the price ceiling
lift will have no effect on those con-
tracts.
Marshall did say that his predicted
Increase to Murray customers was only
an 'estimate, and that a final Figure
would not be available until Texas Gas
officials had time to study the 130-page
FPC report. -
Powell said natural gas rrtes for
industries also will be affected, but that
industries will be better able to adapt to
the increases.
Many things affect natural gas
pricing, and it's almost impossible to
predict just what increases residential
users will face, rowel said.
Tripling the arhourit producers can.
charge will not triple gas rates, he said.
because much of what a user pays is for,
transmission costs and other expenses
of delivering the gas, rather than for
the gas itself.
In 1974, the last year for which figures
have been compiled, the average
monthly residential gas bill in Ken-
tucky was $12.23, Powell said. That was
at an average rate of $1.33 per thousand
cubic feet of gas.
Powell estimated that the increases
perMitted by the FPC could send
residential rates as high as $2.50 per
thousand cubic feet, or more than twice
the 1974 average.
Industries will be best able to cope
with the change, he said.
"The rates are going to affect
residential consumers more because
they're going to raise his gas bill,"
Powell said. "The industrial customer,
if he can use gas, can use some sub-
stitute fuel without too much dif-
ficulty."
Powell said even at- the increased
rates that are likely, natural gas
probably will remain the mo.a
economical fuel for most industries.
Under previous FPC regulations. al
natural gas producers were allowed to
charge about 52 cents per thousand
cubic feet for gas they sold outside the
producing state.
The federal commission set a new
nationwide ceiling price of $1.42 per
thousand cubic feet for gas brought into
production since" Dec. 31, 1974, and a
lowef ceiling of $1.01 for gas brought
into production between Jan. 1, 1973 and
Dec. 31,1974.
Powell said producers are allowed to
charge more for the "new" gas. "to
encourage these companies to invest
and go out and explore for more ges..!'
Additional Story on Page 151- ^
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Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph of Mw-ray will celebrate their'.
50th wedding anniversary with an open house at the home of
Mrs. Walter Baker, 1312 Wells Boulevard, Murray, on Sunday,
August 1.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two and 4:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph were married August I, 1926, in Ten-
nessee. Mrs. Rudolph is the former Christine Smith,Alaughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ladle Smith of Murrw. Mr.
Rudolph, a retired auto mechanic, is the son of the late gr. and
Mrs. Roy Smith.
The County Wide Methodist
Men's Meeting will be held
Friday, July 30, at seven p.m.
at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Kentucky Author Jesse
Stuart will be the special guest
speaker. Musical en-
tertainment will also be in-
cluded on the program.
A barbecue supper will be
served with the meat, bread,
and drinks to be furnished.
Each family should bring a
dessert and either a salad or
vegetable. 1
The Ultimate Diet









'At The Earth's Core" (PG










By Abigail Van "Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of two very pretty and
popular daughters. One is 16 and the other is 17.
The older girl is stringing three boys along at once. She
weftri a friendship ring from one, an I.D. bracelet from
another and an Indian necklace from a third. None of these
boys knows about the others, and when one calls here and
she is out with another, I have .to lie to keep from hurting
the caller's feelings.
The younger one is going with two boys. Each thinks he
is the only one. One is so jealous he has threatened to do
bodily harm to any other boy who comes near "his" girl.
She is getting tired of them both, but doesn't want to hurt
either one, so I have to lie to them when they call.
I have always taught the girls to be kind and avoid
hurting feelings, so I suppose it's my fault that they're
involved with so many boys.
How do guk mothes get uninvolved? If lowere to tell these,
boys the rruth, they'd be terribly hurt.
MOM IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR MOM: It's commendable to teach your datighises
to be kind, but you should also teach them to be honest.
Stringing boys along is dishonest. You're setting a bad
example. Start telling it like it is, Mom, and encourage your
daughters to do the same. .
DEAR ABBY: WANTS EQUALITY maintains, "It's
still a man's world," and she lists some reasons why, but
she forgot to mention ,one.
If a man is outside on the sidewalk (just walking by) and
he happens to see a woman undressing through a window,
he's a peeping Tom.
Howevor, if a woman sees a man undressing through
wincigne,' HE'S an exhibitionist!
J .E.E .
DEAR J.E.E.: Not exactly: If a person happens to come
upon a view of someone undressing, and he or she hangs
around to enjoy it, that person is a voyeur.
DEAR ABBY: With your wide audience, perhaps you
can appeal to towns and cities to rechristen the names of
some of their streets.
My cous.n had a bad fire in his house, and the firemen
went to three addresses before they got to his. In his town,
which already has a Lake Street, Lake Court, Lake Avenue
and Lake Terrace, they are building an old age complex to
be called "Lake Side.
In another town near here, the Rescue Squad had a most
difficult time finding the right place because there are four
streets with similar names that are constantly mistaken for
.one another.
hope you think this is worth printing,
MRS. MC.: LYNN:t MASS.
DEAR MRS. C.: It is. and I did.
CONFTIWNTritt-TO 'DRIVEN TIV-1(` WAT.L— TN--
BROOKVILLE; PA:: How much clutter can a man make
with "a lot of little notes he has written to himself'? Sitting
in an uncluttered living room while your husband is
cluttering up someone else's living room with his little notes
will not bring you the peace of mind you seek. Get off his
hack, dear.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABPY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069
Enclose stamped, seif-addressed envelope, please.
WHITLOW GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Whitlow, Jr., Sheridan, Ind.,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Jennifer Gail, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on
Mrs. Hodges /s
.Guest Speaker
The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church met Wednesday, July
14, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Gordon Moody.
Special guest speaker was
Mrs. Harlan Hodges who
reviewed the book of Abigail
and John Adams.
Mrs. Inez Jones read a
poem, "Those Who Love" by
Irving Stone. Fourteen
members and one guest were
present.
Monday, July 26, at a hospital
there.
The father is employed at
the Ford Motor Company at
Indianapolis, Ind.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Whitlow, Sr., of
Sheridan, Ind., Great gran-
dparents are Rev. and Mrs.
Roy Green of New Concord,
and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Whitlow of Illinois. Great
great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. B. W. Burgess of
Milburn.
MELTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Melton,
A-8 Coach Estates, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Lee George, weighing seven
pounds Pi ounces, born on
Sunday, July 25, at 1:17 p. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lee D. Melton and Mr.




Brown of the Murray State
University Department of
Home Economics attended the
frith annual convention of the
American Home Economics
A,ssociation in Minneapolis,
Minn., June 28 to July 2.
The AH.EA is one of the
twenty largest professional
organizations in the United
States with a membership ef
56,000. Over r,500 home
economists attended the
convention.
The theme' of the meeting,
"Our Professional Heritage:
Quality of Life and Public
[scalar ' was discussed
throughout the convention on







Undersecretary of the U. S.
CROWNS NEW WINNER—Wanda Rolfe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. jimmy Rickman of Murray, Miss Wheelchair
of Kentucky 1975, crowned her succ.essor, Miss Rebecca
Laverne Head, a 22 year old senior maioring in theatei
and speech at the University of Kentucky, at the pageant
held at the Executive inn West, Louisville, on Saturday.
Miss Head, a quadriplegic, will compete in the Miss
Wheelchair_..America Pageant at Columbus, Ohio, in
September. The pageant is sponsored by the Kentucky
Rehabilitation Association and is open to any woman
who is 18 or older and must use a wheelchair at least fif-
ty per cent of the time. Sixteen contestants rangigg in
agefrom 18 to 5'6 from throughout the state were en-






Baby Boy Melton (mother
Pamela J.), A-8 Coach Est.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mildred L. Allen, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Diane Scott and
Baby Girl, 508 E. Wood, Paris,
Th., Mrs. Janice D. Hasty,
Rt. 6, Murray, Amy L. Rogers,
Rt. 1, Murray, Lee A. Rogers,











Education and Welfare; the





Mondale; and many. out-




available to the Betty Crocker
Kitchens, the new home
economics building at the
University of Minnesota, the
School of Home Economics at
the University of Wisconsin-
Stout; the Mayo Clinic at
Rochester and the Children's
Center in Minneapolis.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Nell Evans of Murray
has 'been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Ladino of fits Community
Real This Carefully!!
This is just a survey, not a soliciteties.
An insured and guaranteed service geared to your
needs in the home is being formed in the near future.
An all inclusive service of trained personnel at
reasonable costs.
*Would yes be interested?
For more information call...
753-4133
Smock, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Fred Joyce, Box 115, Hazel,
Edgar Campbell, Fern
Terrace IAg., Murray, Mrs.
Mary L. Alexander, 903 Main
St., Murray, Mrs. Eva M.
Puckett, Fern Terrace  
Murray, Mrs. Vela E. Guinn,
Hardin, Mrs. Annie' L.
Hooper, Puryear, Tn., H. A.
Alderdice, flit. 8, Murray,
William T. Biggers, Rt. 2,
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To Be Married
Miss Cindy Kqy Green
and Billy Ray Potts
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Green of Reading, Mass., announce the
eng,agement and approaching marriage of their eldest
.daughter, Cinkly Kaito Billy Ray Potts, son of Mr. And Mrs.
Ted.M. Potts of "/PM•oute,,SeVfli.
The bride-elect attended Reading Memorial High School in
Reading, Mass., and is presently employed at the Murray
Holiday Inn.
Mr. Potts, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is
presently employed by Mass Merchandising Company.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, August 7, at 4:30 p.m.
at the Williams Chapel Church of Christ near Lynn Grove.
Oily out of town invitations are being sent and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend.
Following their wedding the couple will reside at their
trailer home on Murray FtouteiSeven.
if.eft. COMM-UNITY• ..... CALENDAR
Thursday, July 29
Women's Tennis A Group of
Murray Country Club will not
play today.
Thursday, July 29
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, Neale Mason,
violincello, and Thomas
Baker, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, at 8:15 p.m.
Taxonomical 'Trivia, one
hour walk, will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes at*: ad a.m. ' //I
Woodland Walk, one hour
stroll along a quiet trail, will
start at the Center Station,'
Land Between the Lakes: at
threeirin.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m7-to three p.m.
Table games will` he _at one
p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizenil
have its regular potluck and
business meeting today in-
stead of first Thursday.
Twilight Golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 6:45
p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Muehleman as chairmen,
Organization Of Purchase Area
Men's Fellowship To Be Friday
A proposal for organizing a
"*Purettase Area Men's
Fellowship will be offered at a
meeting at the Graves County
Court House, Mayfield,
Friday, July 30, at 7:30 p.m.
The purpose of Purchase








program of rehabilitation for
adult offenders of the law
before they go to prison. A
number of volunteers in this
rehabilitation program have
been studying and surveying
this organization for ,two
years.
This is a community
program of people helping
people. The organization will
work closely with the courts
and the Kentucky Department
of Corrections. It will be a
community non-profit
organization with a board of
directors representing each of
the eight Purchase Counties
plus Livingston County.
The volunteers have been
studying the possibility of
purchasing a building for a
center in providing counseling
Shop Now... Take Advantage of the
End of Summer Sale
Spring and Summer
merchandise
Chestnut St. Dixieland Shp. Center
Also see the fall bags, jewelry and scrayes





and shelter for persons in
trouble with the law. Also
plans have been considered
for making this a multi-
purpose program in offering
temporary shelter and
counseling for men in crisis.
This may mean helping a
young man being reconciled to
his parents or a man with a
marital problem. This could
be helping young men before
they get in trouble with the
law. One goal of the
organization will be to help a
young man in his first offense
of the law to be his last.
All persons interested in a
community volunteer
program of rehabilitation of
offenders of the law are in-





Murray Route Three has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, l'aducah.
Sausage Art
The early Roman; and
Greeks pioneered tli% devel-
opment of sausage making as
a real art. By definition, sau-
sage is finely chopped meats
blended with various season-
ings and spices and stuffed
into a casing or container.
Different countries added
different seasonings to the
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Fall & Winter Coats 10/0 OFF
Use Our Convenient Layaway
Thursday, July I!!
Murray-CallowaY Swim
Team will have an intra-squad
meet at the Murray-Calloway
Park followed by trophy
awards, watermelon feast,
and short business session.
Swimmers should be at the
park by 3:45 p.m. and parents
are urged to attend.
Camp; for Children II








Men's meeting for members
and guests will be at seven
p.m. at the Kirirsey United
Methodist Church with Jesse
Stuart as guest speaker. A
barbecue dinner will be
served. Families are to bring
a dessert and a salad or
vegagabie.
"Parchase Area Men's
FellOblp will be organized
at the Graves County Calk
House, Mayfield, at 7:30 p.m.
Shopping for Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Early Birds, 1/2 hour stroll
in search of birds, will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at 7:30 a.m.
Friday, July 30
Special event on Soil Secrets
will start at Jenny Ridge
Picnic Area, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
Saturday, July 31 .
Annual meeting - of Bazzell
Cemetery will-be held with
Bro. Steven Cobb speaking at
elevun'ala. Leave donations
at Siedd's Grocery or mail to
Willis Sanders, Route One,
Murray.
Saturday, July 31 .
Eolor slide program on
"Our Feathered Friendir'rvill
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at two
P.m.
Registration of Calloway
High Cheerleading Clinic for
August 2-5 will be at the rear
of Calloway School from nine
to eleven a.m.
.. Saturday, July 31
Road side sale will continue
at Deward's Chapel Church,
East Highway 94, with
proceeds to go for new church
pews.
Sunday, August 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish
of Dexter Ftoute.One will have
open house in celebration of
golden wedding anniversary '
from two to four p.m. -
Miss Lovett Is Graduate At Memphis
Jennifer Lovett, daughter-of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett
of Murray Route, Eight, has
graduated fr9pn tlx School of
Radiologib Tactuiology at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Meniphis, Tenn.
Miss Lovett received special
recognition of having reported
the best original scientific
work in the field of radiology
while a student in the school
during 1974-76.
The Murray girl has been
accepted and is presently
enrolled in the Nuclear
Medicine Technology
Program at the hospital at
Memphis. She is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
Commencement exercises
were held in the auditorium at
20 S. Dudley Street, Memphis
Pins were presented by H
Colby Garnder, M. D.
Recital by Lisa McKight,
Ourerisboro, piano, will be
3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. N -
Explore the Mysteries of the Orient
Atlas Metal Spinning Woks
and accessories, ererytking soil need for an Oriental kitchen
20% off on WOKS
The This Thursday, Fri* and Saturday
itnhandbr Dixieland Ceilter
just to oil eon darted daring our three-day
Festival of China
,IMPS4-0013." '1,11PSI,•• AND ..,11047..eereV. Afl IaIarCno TOMO
S.
Six 32-ounce resealable4'eturnal3le bottles that-.
give you bounce for ounce avings.
The 6 .Qu ar t 6-Pak . carton tflat give you the say•
Pepsi.Cola's biggest carton ings only quantity buying can.
gives you Pepsi.Cola's biggest And the carry.back carton is
savings. Six 32.ounce bottles the perfect way to return your
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at empties for a refund Enioy the
remarkable ounce for ounce double value of the 6-Quart
savings Sixreturnable quarts 6.Pak . . the quality taste of
with reseed-caps in one totable  Pepsi,Cola at calantietsavings.
BOTT1 ED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING L . P A.OLA 1.14. KY l'NDFR A PPOTNITAVYT FNMA PepoCo 
TNC, ettarmAsr, N y
•
The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
I.ilitorsabi mad opinionated articles on the. page jr' presented tia
the purposes', providing locum for the tree est hange di:fermi
iipintorin litteCi to the editor us response hi erhtortals and
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Four years ago, millions of
vtelevision viewers were en-
Aiineed by the amaxing gym-
nastic virtuosity of the 17-year-
old elfin Russian, Olga Korbut,
the matchless female star of
• the Olympic Games.
• • Everybody marveled that
one so young could be sdadept,
so poised, so certain of her
destiny to rule her special
world.
•'Well, that was four years ago.
Today, at 21, Olga is a fifth-
place • also-ran, her 1972 per-
formance totally' eclipsed by a
.14year-old Romanian, Nadia
-Comaneci, in the games at
Montfeal.
•• The new child-queen of the
world's female gymnasts is un-
der 5 feet tall and weighs in at
86 pounds, an unsmiling, per-
-fectionisi product of rigorous
training regimen that charac-
terizes Eastern European
athletics.
Nadia not only won the gold
medal for the individual per-
formance, but she scored
five"perfects" during two days
of competition — a record not
only 'unprecedented, but until
11,002.T.G BA
10 Years Ago
Bids have been opened on three water
retarding structures on the West and
East Forks of the Clarks River, ac-
cording to Brown C. Tucker, con-
tracting officer.
Deaths reported include M. E. Wall of
Golden Pond and Thomas Blanton, age
77.
--The- Murray Pony League Baseball
team with Bob Taylor as pitcher won
th$second game from Madisonville and
became winner of the District Crown in
_tournament here., ,
Kent McCuiston of Calloway County
4-H Teen Club tied for first place in the
Dairy Judging contest held at the
Purchase District Fair, Mayfield.
Billy Edd Wheeler will appear July 29
and 30 at the Kenlake Amphi-Theatre,
Kenlake State Park, at eight p. m. each
night.
20 Years Ago
Pfc. Kenneth A. Wright, Jr., is
scheduled to leave Germany for the
United States in September as a part of
the Army's unit rotation plan.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball team beat Owelfsboro 14 to 3 in
the finals of the Western District
American Legion Baseball Tournament
played here at Holland Stadium.
Mrs. Alta Stubblefield, age 69, died
July 26.
The Murray Hospital Association
announced today that a Nurses Aide
Training Course will be started in
August with Lucille Ross, director of
nurses, as instructor.
The Murray Little League All Stars
beat Renton 10 to 1 with Tommy Lyons
as Murray pitcher.
1
 tees Stay Well
The American Lung As-wet-
ation recommends that the
Federal Trade Commission
should require the publication of
ttie carbon monoxide content of
:ellairettes along with their tar
-a nicotine levels now required
:Ns recommendation of the
:Board of Directors resulted from
:their endorsing a position taken
:by the organization's Committee
•on Smoking and Health.
: James Kieran. MD.. president
:of the American Lung Axsocia-
:tion. cited recent research work
:by William Anderson. M.D., pro-
:lessor of medicine at the Uruver-
•Sity of Louisville School of
:Medicine, which showed that
• ;carbon monoxide inhaled from
*smoking one cigarette may in-
14sdere with oxygen trantoorta-, ion hy red blood cells in certain
JPFrartion monoxide gasstzes:rom the burning of the
• te paper and tobacco.
The amount of the gas is in-
fluenced by the filter and the
Nadia And Olga
now presumed to be im-
possible.
In this moment of her trium-
ph, tiny Nadia can perhaps
have some inkling of what
Alexander the Great felt when
he mourned that there were no
new worlds to conquer. Alexan-
der was around 30 then. At 14,
Nadia, already has bumped the
ceiling. Four years from now,
when she'll be 18, she'll be hard
put to come up with an encore.
Meanwhile, we empathize
with Olga's tears in her defeat,
and wish that Nadia would give
us a grin when next she appears
on the tube. Manifestly., sooner
or later, there'll be tears for
her, too.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 28, the
210th day of 1976. There are 156 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1914, Austria declared
war on Serbia. It was the beginning of
World War I.
On this date:
In 1821, Peru proclaimed indepen-
dence from Spain.
In 1896, Miami, Fla., was incor-
porated as a town of 260 people.
In 1943, during World War IT, U.S.
forces were winning victories on the
Italian island of Sicily.
In 1945, 13 people were killed when an
U.S. Army bomber crashed into the
Empire State Building in New York
City.
In '1960, Vice President. Richard
Nixon went before a Republican
National Convention in Chicago and
accepted the G-O-P nomination for
president.
In 1973, Three astronauts were shot
into space from Cape Kennedy to link
tip with the orbiting Skylab space
station and spend nearly two months in
orbit.
Ten years ago: Britain's Prime
Minister Harold Wilson arrived in
Washington to confer with President
Lyndon Johnson about an economic
crisis in Britain.
Five years ago: Communist China
declared it would never become a
member of the United Nations if the
Chinese Nationalists were allowed to
remain in the organization.
One year ago: President Ford was
welcomed by huge crowds on a visit to
Warsaw, Poland.
Today's birthdays: Mrs. Aristotle
Onassis, the widow of assasinated
President John F. Kennedy, is 47 years
old. Deep sea explorer Jacques Piccard
is 54.
Thought for today: Whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap —
the Bible.
Bicentennial footnote: Twohundred
years ago today, after church services
at Ticonderoga, N.Y., the American
Declaration of Independence was read
before the ,troops, and it was recorded







NEW YORK (AP) — To the people
who run The American Land Trust, the
nicest thing you could do to observe the
Bicentennial would be to give the public
a nice piece of land, like a swamp, a
bog, a creek or the side of a mountain.
The trust, working with The Nature
Conservancy, will guarantee not to
develop- it, but instead will seek to
preserve its "ecological integrity" for
the nation's third century.
The conservancy, outgrowth of an
organization begun in 1917, is aptly
named. "The highest and best use for
much land is to leave it alone," says
Patrick Noonan, president of the
organization, based in Arlington, Va.
The trust is a two-year effort by
people prominent in government,
business and finances to sell the con-
servation idea to the public, including
the executives of land-rich companies.
It seeks donations to the conservancy.
Says Dan Lufkin, cochairman of the
trust and a founder of the Donaldson,
Lufkin and Jenrette securities firm,
"It's one of the few ways that the
corporate citizen or individual can
participate rather than be a spectator
in the Bicentennial."
Two of the first donations the trust
obtained for the conservancy were gifts
of thousands of forest and farmland
acres in the Great Dismal Swamp of
Virginia and North Carolina that had
attracted developers since colonial
times.
The gifts, by Union Camp and
Weyerhaeuser, two of the nation's
biggest timber companies, will be
deeded by the conservancy to the U.S.
Department of Interior, to be preserved
as part of the Great. Dismal Swamp
Wildlife Refuge.
Perhaps to assuage some not so
conservative stockholders, Alexander
Calder Jr., Union Camp chairman,
commented at the time that the gifts
were financially as well as emotionally
°
Explaining, Noonan observes that
many companies carry land on their
books as a -dead asset," when they
could seek out theconservancy, have
the land impartially appraised, donate
it, and obtain an income tax deduction.
Noonan and George Wills, executive
director of the trust, are now calling on
insurance companies, manufacturers,
natural resource concerns and others
who might have unique acreage or, just
as acceptable, money to give.
Possessed of a zeal for their cause —
Noonan is a convert from real estate
development — they work with the
nation's garden clubs to raise small
cash donations, and more than in-
cidentally, influence corporate
executives through their wives.
The trust has set a commitment of no
less than $200 million in ''donations of
land itself or in contributions that will
be used directly to save significant
natural and wilderness areas."
By the end= of 1977 the trust hopes to
have encouraged donations in all 50
states. The conservancy will carry on
with the work, accepting more gifts,
managing some parcels and deeding
others to government agencies or
nonprofit protectors.
Donations of securities or money —
as little as $10 qualifies the donor for a
year's membership in the .conservancy
— are an- especially important part of
the program because a good deal of the
and must be bought rather than begged.
Thus the conservancy, with backing
from the trust, recently put up $l
million to help buy a 76,000-acre tract of
Carbon Monoxide And Cigarettes
By F.J.L.Blasingame, M
tightness ot the packing of the
tobacco. The carbon monoxide
forms a chemical attachment to
the hemoglobin in the red blood
cells and impairs their ,ability to
transport oxygen from the lungs
to the body cells.
In his researtit•Dr. Anderson
used 50 male smokers who
smoked regularly. They showed
an average level of carbon
monoxide combined with
hemoglobin (carbox-
yhemoglobin of 11.1 per cent.
Each refrained from smoking
for one hour and then smoked
one of their own cigarettes, after
which their carboxyhemoglobin
rase immediately 064 per cent
But some had increases as high
as 3 per cent after one cigarette
It wa• intereiting to note that
willful changing in smoking
tdepth of inhalation and volume
of smoke inhaled) had little
effect on the level of carbon
monoxide in the blood
Dr. Anderson noted that 3 per
cent is sufficient to interfere with
fine discriminatory functions of
the central nervous systern.
Carbon monoxide is also in-
haled by nonsmokervfrom side;
stream cigarette smoke. It con-
tains a higher concentration of
the gas than that inhaled by the
smoker.
Since cigarettes may vary in
their production of carbon
monoxide, and since the public
has no way of lcnowing this
difference, the American Lung
Aasocation recommends approx-
imate labeling, particularly
since tests can be done for car-
bon monoxide similarly to tar
and nicotine
Mrs.-1'7 0. aslm if force is
ever justified by a dentist in
treating a child.
A- Pedodontssts (dentate who
.specialize in dentistry for
children) usually Agree that
some occasions arise which re-
quire the brief judicious use of
force. It maybe needed to get
the child's attention so that he
can be taught how to cooperate
Or so that he can understand
what is going to be done
In the extreme sguation, gen-
eral anesthesia in a hospital may
be required. A sedative prior to
going to the dentist may help to
calm some children
It is war to discuss such proh-
terns with your dentist and take
his advice about how to obtain a
child's conperation. Once ove,
the initial struggle, the child who
gives trouble may prove to he
the mast cooperative patient
Q- Mr. D C. inquires about
vaccine agamst syphilis.
A. No vaccine against syphili,
is available An experimental
vaccine has flown Alcouragng
results on animals by producing
an immunity that lasts for an es
tended period of time The pn,
cessis costly, and many add]
norm' tests will have to be don.
regarding safety and Weeny,-
ness prior to testing on human,
prime ranch land in the Mt. Haggin
area of the Rocky Mountains in Mon-
tana.
A description of the land by the trust
and the conservancy attests to its ap-
peal'
-Cresting. to more than 10,000 feet in
places,_ the Mt. Haggin area land
acquired is a 119-square-mile tract
along the Continental Divide. It is
comprised of snow-capped mountains,
Alpine meadows, pine forests and lush
river valleys which provide refuge for a
variety of wildlife — elk, mountain
goat, moose, deer, bighorn sheep,
mountain lion and greater sandhill
crane, as well as the endangered
peregrine falcon."
Honorary chainhan of —the trust,
which like the conservancy is based in
Arlington, Va., is Nathaniel -P. Reed,
assistant secretary of the interior.
Cochairmen are Lufkin and Thomas
McCall, former Oregon governor.
Bible •
Thought
Take ye heed, watch and pray:
for ye know not when the time is.
Mark 13:33.
Our time is differerii from God's
time. We are asked to always be




This is the Age of the Gag Writer, or
Ghost Writer, depending on who is
paying for the prime time on TV. The
gag writer dishes up stuff to comedians
that tickles us. The ghost writhr lards
the speeches of politicians with notions
that choke us, like when the Democrats
promise Heaven on Earth and the
Republicans tell us we've already got
it
hEARTUN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its pdrpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I have been receiving
disability benefits from Social Security
since last November and my daughter,
age 20, who is attending college, has
been receiving student benefits. Will
her benefits be suspended during the
summer vacation? — S. K.
Answer: If your daughter is going to
return to college in the fall, her benefits
will continue during the summer
months.
Heartline: My husband is totally and
permanently service-disabled veteran.
We have Tour children who during the
next five years will attend college. Will
each of them be eligible for. VA's
Dependents' Educational Assistace or
is there a limit on the number who can
receive such benefits? — G. R.
Answer: The Dependents'
Educational Assistance program
provides financial aid for the education
of all children, wives and widows
(husbands and widowers) of veterans
who die or are permanently and totally
disabled as the result of service-
connected disability.
- This assistance is also available for
the education of children and wives of
servicemen missing in action, captured
or forcibly detained or interned in line
of duty by a foreign power.
Heartline: lam 65 years old and have
been a viiikw for many years. I am
very lonely and would like to find
someone to write. Can you help me? —
S. R.
Answer: Heartline has a Pen Pal
Club for - pelple over the age of 50.
Anyone interested should write:
Heartline American 60 Club, 8514 N.
Main Street, Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline: How long can I hold my
Social Security check befnre I havekto
cash it? —MB.
Answer: There is no actual time limit
for cashing your Social Segn-ity
checks. However, Heartline suggests
that you do cash it as soon as possible
because the longer you keep it, the
greater the possibilities of theft or
losing it become.
HEARTLINE'S "Guide to Medicare"
is an easy-to-read booklet that can help
you understand the entire Medicare
program. For your copy, send your
check for $1.50 to HEARTLINE'S
"Guide to Medicare," 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio-45415.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun.
days, July 4, Christmas Day. New Year's
Doy and ThanksgovIng by Murray
Newspapers, inc.103 N. 4th St- Murray.
Ky 42021
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray.
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by.carriers. $2 25 per nponth, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County'
and to Benton. Nordin. Mayfield. Sedalia
ond Farmington. .Ky , and Por,s.
Bochonon and Pury•or. Tenn . $15 00
per year By mail to other destinations,
$30 00 pier year '
Member of Associated Press, Ken-





























per tire and old tires
Power Cushion Polyglas!..standard
new cars ekery war from 1970 through
2for$69
078-140, E78-14
whitewall plus 52 12
or $2,27 F. .T. per tire
and old tires






F78 -14 whitewall plus
52.43 F.E.T. per tire
and old tires
For models of Skylark,
Chevelle, Charger,
Cougar, Torino, Cutlass
. and many others.
2for$79
G78-14 whitewall plus
$2.60 F.E.T. per tire
and old tires
. '








$2.83 F.E.T. per tire
and old tires








Due to a work stoppage aUllpire factories, some sizes may be in
* short supply. Most Goodyear locations, however, still have tires
to fit your needs. If your dealet or store does not have your size,
they will provide you with a Rain Chock assuring future delivery
at the advertised price. _
. . ors' -8 Ways to.,Buy-
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan.
6 0 op .4, yEAR • Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See 'lour Independent Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores
Lube Oil/
UpS 88 . 'brand8
—
&Filter
to S qts. of r:.ajor





• Helps ensure long •
wea?iny parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery






in iteo_ge . and improve
sorely • Precision
used by experienced


























your engine • Ness
plugs & condenser • Test
•• Helps maintain •
running (wine • In-
Detsun. Toyota, VW it
886„
kid 54 for ft cv I
$2 for air cond






,. GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES -
Stole Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St. *- 315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Stateline
Murtay, Ky. Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Pulton, Ky.
753-0595 247-3711 442-5464 • 472-1000
sia
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SPORTS
Watson Shows He Can
Dish It And Take It
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Bob Watson showed that he
could take it as well as dish it
out.
And, boy, did he have to take
it Tuesday night. _
The Houston slugger was hit
in the face by a pitch and then
battered in the back with a
throw. But while the San
Diego Padres were hurting
Watson a little with the ball,
he was bulling them a lot with
his bat — driving in four runs
to pace a 4-1 Houston victory.
"The ball hit the rim of my
glasses," said Watson of the
pitch from Rich Folkers that
drove his glasses into his nose.
"I sort of expected to get hit
by the pitch."
The brush-back pitch
occurred in the seventh, Yter
'Watson had done all his
danisse in the first five in-
nings. Then, moments later,
Watson was hit by the ball
again — this time while trying
to break up a potential double
play.
When Watson slid hard into
second on a ground ball, San
Diego shortstop Enzo Her-
nandez threw his relay at the
burly Houston runner and
touched off a bench-clearing
brawl. Watson and Hernandez
started fighting before the reat
of the players came on the
field.
In the other National
League games, the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the. St. Louis
Cardinals 3-1; the San
Francisco Giants routed the
Cincinnati Reds 9-4; the New
York Mets whipped the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-1 and
the Chicago Cubs blanked the
Montreal Expos 5-0. Rain
postponed the Los Angeles-
Atlanta game.
Pirates 3, Cardinals 1 - with- Staiger delivering a
Frank Tavera.s scored the
winning run on Willie
Stargell's sacrifice fly in the
eighth inning, leading Pitt-
sburgh over St. Louis.
Taveras' run snapped a 1-1
pitching duel between the
Cards' Pete Falcone, 6-11, and
the Pirates' Bruce Kison, 8-6,
who survived 11 St. Louis hits
with the aid of two double
Plays.
Giants 9, Reds 4
San Francisco battered
Jack Billingham after being
held hitless for four innings,
scoring six runs in the fifth
inning, and crushed Cincinnati
behind Darrell Evans' three
- hits and three RBI.
Evans included a two-run
homer in his night's work to
support Jim Barr's pitching.
Barr, the only San Francisco
startet with a winning record,
boosted his record to 9-6,
allowing seven hits and four
runs in 72-3 in,nings.
Meta 4, Pinnies 1
Roy Staiger keyed two New
York rallies and the Mets used
only six hits to beat
Philadelphia. Staiger singled
and scored the first New York
run in the fifth, when the Mets
scored twice. The Mets added
two more .runs in he sixth
sacrifice fly.
Bob Myrick,' 1-0, the second
of three Meta' pitchers,
earned the victory while Tom
Underwood, 6-3, took the loss.
Cubs 5, Expos 0
Ray Burris tossed a three-
hitter and Chicago scored four
runs in the first inning as the
Cubs snapped a four-game
losing streak by. blanking
Montreal.
Burris, 6-11, laced a
minimum 18 batters through
the first six innings as Wayne
Garrett. who singled in the
first, was erased on a double
play. The Chicago hurler die'
not allow another runner until
Garrett singled with one out in
the seventh.
Murray Legion And Paducah
Open 'Tourney Play Thursdcty
If records mean anything,
there's really no reason why
the Paducah and Murray
American Legion teams
should be having a tour-
nament for the District
Championship.
Paducah will carry a superb
33-11 mark into Thursday's 7
p.m. tourney opener at
Holland Stadium while
Murray has a dismal 11-16
mark, having dropped seven
of its last eight games.
But there's one good reason
why Murray might have a
chance in the best of three
series, which will find single
games being played at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Friday ILO
Saturday (if necessary), I.
Tony Thurmond.
-The hard-throwing
righthander will be on the
mound Thursday in the
opener. If he is on, look out.
Murray could well take a 1-0
series lead and then when
Mark Miller pitches Friday,
Paducah would be up against
the wall.
Murray has good pitching.
The problem is the lack of
power in the lineup and the
highly inconsistent fielding,
which at tunes has been
atrocious. Murray.
But like Murray, Paducah
has good pitching too.
Reidland graduate Darrell
McDaniel is 6-2 on the season
and has hurled a pair of no-




The Murray Country Club
will hold its Tennis Club
Championship in all
catogories during the month of
August.
Play will begin on August
5th and 6th for the Mixed
Doubles Club Championship.
The men and womens' singles
championship will run con-
curently on August Ilth and
12th. The men and womens'
doubles will be held on August
18th and 19th. Junior Doubles
and Mixed Doubles will be
held during the week of
August16.
An entry 1r of $1.00 will be
charged. - -
All entrants may register
for these events by calling Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Walston at
753-4097.
McDaniel has signed a
-baseball scholarship to play at
Indiana State University in
Terra Haute.
St. Mary graduate Robert
Russell boosts a 7-1 season
mark while Reidland's Tony_
Threatt sports a 6-2 mark for
the year on the mound.
Six of the starters in the
lineup are hitting over .r) or
Paducah.
Reidland's Bruce Austin is
hitting at a .385 clip while
Tommy Walston of Tilghman
is batting .365 and Tilghman's
Keith Vasseur is batting .343.
ltdd Cash of Tilghman is
hitting .312, Leonard Foss of
Tilghman - .310 and Jimmy
Champion of Lone Oak .300.
Although statistics for
Murray were not available, it
would probably be safe to say
nobody in the lineup is hitting
over .300, though Steve
Winchester and Dwaine
Musgrow have been hovering
around that mark for most of
the season.
If Murray should force the
series to Saturday, the pit-
ching assignment would fall
on the shoulders of Lindy
Suiter or Paul Robertson.
The two clubs have met six
times this season with
Paducah winning four of the
games.
During the early part of the
season, Murray won a
doubleheader at Brooks
Stadium.
Paducah got off to a 13-0
start then lost star Gene Root
who signed a professional
coptract, with the 4Lot.Louis
ardinals. During that *oak,
Sidelined
WILMINGTON, Ohio (APi
— Cincinnati Bengals wide
receiver Pat Mclnally, who
missed all of last season with a
broken leg, „w1ti7be out 10-14
days in his -current effort to
make the team.
Mclnally, the fifth-round
draft choice from Harvard
last year, was injured in
Saturday's intrasquad
scrimmage. X-rays for a
possible shoulder separation
proved negative, but he also
suffered a mild concussion.
Kicker Mirro Roder also
missed practice Tuesday at
the Wilmington College
training camp, complaining of
tightness in his leg.
Chief Paduke inn tourney
titles at Blytheville, Ark., and
Harrisburg, Ill.
Paducah went into a brief
tailspin but for the past
several weeks, they have
been playing like they did
during the first part of .the
season.
Last year, Paducah won the
District and went on to cap-
turiLthe Regional beforef
g second to Corbin in
the State Tournament.
Admission for the contests
will be 0116 dollar for adults
and 51 dints for those six
through 18 years of age.
Children under six will be




— A 69-year-old greenskeeper
at the Bakley Lake State golf
course was il1ed Tuesday
when he was struck by
lightning, officials said.
Trigg County Coroner John
R. Vincent Jr. said that
William H. Merrick of
Hopkinsville was killed•rile
he was working on a green.
Jenkins Gains 200th
Carefer Pitching Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON attack. Boston's carlton Fisk
AP Sports Writer slammed his 10th home run of
It's been a disappointing the season — his first since
season thus far for Ferguson June 17 — and Cleveland's
Jenkins but it took a turn for George Hendrick got his 18th.
• . • • .- Tuesday night. A's 1, White Sox 0
The - •444.1 right- Vida Blue scattered 10 hits
hander, who broke in -WitlYthe in pitching his second straight
4' Philadelphia Phillies in 1965 ganged and the A's scored off
and is now with his-fourth Rich GossIge-ia„,the seventh
club, became the 72nd pitcher inning on a double VOlasideLl
in major league history to post Washington and Ken
200 victories,. . McMullen's single. The vie-
Jenkins, wile has pitched 39 tory lifted the second-place
career shutouts, reached the A's within seven games of
200-victory milestone with a Kansas City in the AL West,
far-from-classic performance. the closest they've been since
He allowed 14 hits and seven June 8.
runs in seven innings-plus as" N Angels 2, Royals 1
Boston held on to beat ank Tanana made Andy
Cleveland 8-7 and snap a st"--Etche rren's two-run double
game losing streak. in the fifth inning stand up
"Hitting 200 is like getting a with a four-hit, 2-1 victory as
mink coat for the first time," the Angels snapped Paul
Jenkins said. "You want it, Splittorfrs Kansas 'City club
but you never think you'll get record eight-game Winning
it. This doesn't make up for streak. The complete glitne
the season and it's just my was Tanana's 15th of the
ninth win, but there's been a season, tops in the league, and
lot of innings and pitches for gave Norm Sherry, the
those 200 wins." Angels' new manager, his
Elsewhere in the American fourth victory in five starts.
League, the Oakland A's Orioles 4, Yankees 1
nipped the Chicago White Sox Baltimore used four New
1-0, the California Angels York errors and a bad-hop
tedged the Kansas City Royals single to score three tainted
2-1, the Baltimore Orioles 'runs and Al Burnbry homered
whipped the New York as Jim Palmer became the
Yankees 4-1 and the AL's first 14-game winner.
Milwaukee Brewers downed Palmer, who has won eight of
the Detroit Tigers 6-4. The his last nine decisons, blanked
Texas-Minnesota game was the Yankees until the ninth
rained out. when they scored on a hit
Fred Lynn drove in a pair of batsman, a stolen .base and
runs and scored three times Roy White's single, their
and Boston survived a 16-hit fourth hit.
Going Out Of Business
Sale
20% Off
On all items excluding Milk,




Brewers 6, Tigers 4
Mike Hegan singled home
two runs and Detroit relievers
Porter's
sacrifice fly tied tl&d „.,
two more runs came in
Steve Gnu's rthi's wild pitch and
Bill Laxton's low throw to first






Don's Auto Repair V 13
Smith's Poultry Z 15
Owen Food Mkt 24 16
Joe Smith's Demoted Carpet  21 15
Corvette Lanes 21 19
•I‘ey Used Cars 111 22
Team No. 3 .. 17% 22%
Alien-Thompson 17 Z
Dixie Cream Domt Shop . 15 25
Paradisegeopels . _  13% 33%
High Teen; 6,6"37;:,i1c)
Don's Auto Repair..., ,,...:„....„,. . 
634
Key Used Cara 562
Smith's Poultry  572
High Team Game (BC) 
Don's Auto Repair ;v119. Kr
Key Used Cars 797
Key Used Cars 705
High Team Series (SC) 
Don's Auto Repair 1504
Key Used Cars 10111
Smith's Poultry tort
High Team Series (BC) 
Key Used Cars nis
Smith's Poultry , 2240
Don's Auto Repair 2213
High Ind. Game (SC)




Got a special coffee maker?
let in two more with a wild
during a three-run seventh-
pitch and a throwing error
 
23it
inning Milwaukee rally. The on Maxwell HousesA.D.C.
1
Brewers overcame a 4-3
One coffee illdir recommend. e
deficit in the seventh after
ce and an intentional
loading the bases on a walk, a
















Vicki 1Cingins   151
Flhelene McCalion  151





LOUISVILLE — Top seeded
Guillermo V ilas defeated John
James of Australia 6-4, 6-4 in




Manuel Of antes and Juan
Gisbert combined to defeat
Alex Metreveli and Teimuraz
Kakulia of the Soviet Union 6-
1, 6-1, 8-10, 6-3 to cut the
Russians lead to 2-1 In their







Ctieneral Foods Corporation 1976
when you buy





for perfect coffee in
the new coffee makers.
-Here's 234 off on Maxwell
House A:D.te.-t-
A.D.C: makes
completely satisfying coffee in
any home automatic drip coffee
maker. No wonder we call it
perfect coffee! Coffee so good
it's recommended by -machine- --
makers themselves!
But if you don't own an au-
tomatic drip coffee maker, save
the same big 234 on any pack-
age of Maxwell House Coffee.
The coffee that's always "Good
to the last drop"
Maxwell House or Maxwell
House A.D.C: —take your
choice and save.
STORE COUPON 23
b the Meer: Gomel Foods Corporate* will new
Curse you for the tics value el this coupon pins So for
handling if yen receive it en the *le of the specified
oroduttane gm riewhipa llis Woo oviemee *wee
satItectory *411111101 Copossisa. Cow may
not be aniseed sr homilwellOnleirw •int pay any
sales Is. Void west* ps01111K l et restricted by
law Good only is U.S.A. CiliA label 111111. Caps. will
not be honored if prowled ewe. outside 4P404(
broilers or others Wm ere est %tee didribelers 0 Nor
merchandise or spailkalli solkstiad Sy es Is mow
coupons for reemplise. Fir al essesty
Ce"ed and (4441/50 (401040 
Sam! Fowl
Corporation. Geese 0øI.i P0.5. 103.
Ilanealise. Illinois 10101.
This coupon peed fay on purchase of product indicated
Any other use esedihrtes freed.
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American Cagers Romp To Easy Gold Medal Win
:' • 4110is
PAGE
Russians Couldn't Steal It This Time
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL (AP) — It was
no contest. lilt had been a
fight, they'd have stopped it.
Perhaps the most eagerly-
awaited sports event in the
past four years was a rout, a
'one-sided run-awry, an anti-
climax.
In' fact, the United States'
emotional, 95-74 basketball
victory over Yugoslavia for
the Olympia gold medal was
assured so quickly, so easily,
the television cameras
beaming coverage to the
United States cut away on a
more or less regular basis to
focus on men's platform
diving and boxing quarter-
finals.
But it ittS the big one, the
event the. United States
wanted to win in these XXI
Olympic Games. The
youngest team the United
States has ever fielded wiped
out the memory of Munich and
the only Olympic game it had
ever lost. It was an inspired
performance that restored the
team to amateur supremacy
in the game the Americans
invented.
Adrian Dantley of Notre
Dame scored eight of his
gamehigh 30 points in the first
six minutes. The United States
built a 20-8 lead in that time
and from then on it was not a
matter of "who" but "by how
much."
Some of the edge may have
been taken off the triumph
because it came against
- Yugoslavia, not Russia, the
team that scored that con-
troversial decision over the
United States four years ago.
The Russians didn't make it
to the final. Instead, they had
to settle for a 100-72 victory
over Canada last night and the
bronze.
But the absence of the




Dean Smith or his players. at
all.
"I guess a lot of people are
disappointed we didn't play
the Russians," said guard.
Quinn Buckner of-Indiana,
didn't care who we had to
beat. I just wanted that big
piece 9f gold."
•'1 was so ,happy at the
presentation ceremony, there
were tears in my eyes," said
Smith.
"I thought we deserved that
ovation we receive," said
Scott May, Indiana's All
American. "A lot of people
didn't think we could do it. I
think the American people
should be grateful for the job
_we've done."
And it was a job that needed
doing. It was the only gold
medal the Americans have
acquired in the past two days.
With the United States
picking up only eight medals
in the last two days, they now
are far behind Russia. The
Russians have a 29-29-22 count
in gold, silver and bronze,. 80
over-all. East Germany is 28-
18116, for 62 total. The United
States is 22-25-18, 65 total.
Some gains were made,
however. Four American
boxers advanced to the
semifinals, where





action tonight and all have a
good chance of reaching the
semis. The United States won
only two boxing medals in
1972.
Light welterweight Sugar
Ray Leonard, Palmer Park,
Md.; lightweight Howard
Davis, Glen Cove, N.Y.;
bantamweight Charles
*looney, an Army sergeant
stationed at Fort BraggioN.C.,
and flyweight Leo Randolph,
Tacoma, Wash., all advanced
to the semifinals.
Fighting in the quarter-
finals tonight are Clint
Jackson, Nashville, Tenn., at
147 pounds; Mike Spinks, St.
Louis, at 165; his brother Leon
Golfers from four states will
be on hand Thursday at the
Murray Junior Invitational.
Approximately 70 entries
will play in the tourney,
sponsored by the Murray
Country Club. --
Three trophies will be
presented in each age group
plus fourth and fifth place
winners will receive prizes.
Age groups include, for both
boys and girls, 10-11, 12-13, 14-
15 and 16 through 1976 high
school graduates. Boys and
girls in the 10-11 division will
play nine holes while the rest
of the boys and girls will play
18 holes.
'There will be an eight dollar
entry fee and any golfer still
wanting to play who has not
signed up can appear at the
.4eth18: 30 a.m. Thursday and
still eiife'r theteasney. _
The pairings are as folIcid17--
1111mbin Om Toe
900— Mark Denham. Brad Drake and
Sean Cunningham.
9.10 — Mark Austin, Jeff flicks. Todd
Solomon.
20 — David Ryan. Jeff Wiseman and
Michael Jackson.
9.30 — Greg Stay, Louis Garrastani,
Enc Clark and Paul Trogolo.
9 40 — la.sa Pitman and Tammy
Mulles.
9:50 — John Howard, Robert
BillIngton, Todd Mynch and Duane
Leslie.
Jonathan Overbey, Rick
eulders, Steve McDougal and Lee Mar-_
19:10 — Todd Contri, Tom Logan, Bob-
by Pavelonis and Jeff Wilson.
10:10 — Christine Spann, Jo Beth
Oakley and Kay Adkins.
10-30 — Tina Mullen and Claudia
Billington
10 40 — Velvet Jones and Connie
Spani4. ,
Ilwalbee T. T.
9:00— Jon Oppenhuis. Steve Koite and
Brad Adkins
9 le — Steve Shaw, Earl Jones and
DavictGollitier.
9 20 — Danny Mullen, Kevin D'Angelo
and Sleve 14ussung
9,30 — Lynn Sullivan. Doug Story and
Jeff Gollther
9 4.— Howard, Boone. David Salyers
and Finis Falkoff.
9 510 — Trent Jones. tams Pyle,
Seeyle and Greg Cohoon.
10:111 — Tammy Eike. David Glass,
Tim Japes and Jeff Graves.
10: 1:1) - Gary Slayden, Del Pruitt,
Chrgeartwright and Tim Knecht
10. 111 — Kerry Creason. Ron Overton
and flachaelRradshaw
1030--Mark Erwin. Greg Overstreet.
Mat Sitettey and John Shelton.
',Rough Riders Win
OTTAWA (AP) — Quar-
terback Ton, Clements and
halfback Art Green triggered
the Ottawa Rough Riders to a
38-t7 Canadian Football
lee4iie victory -over- the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers
Tudiday night. Clements
thrar two touchdown passes
and: ran for a third while
Green scored a pair of TI)s.
•
Spinks, a marine stationed at
Camp Lejuene, N.C., at 178,
and heavyweight John Tate of
Knoxville, Tenn.
World champion Darrell
Pace, a 19-year-old Air Force
technician from Cincinnati,
had a solid, 16-point lead after
the first day of archery
competition.
The United States also can
expect a silver or bronze
yachting medal from
Hawaiians David McFaull and
Michael Rothwell in today's
final race of the Tornado
Class. They were in second
place after the first six races
but had no chance at the gold,
already clinched by Great
Britain.
Two of the four American
medals picked up Tuesday
came in yachting, a bronze to
Dennis Conner, San Diego,
and Conn Findlay, Belmont,
Calif., in the Tempest Class,
which was won by Sweden.
The United States' Soling
Class entry, skippered, by
John Kollus, LaPorte, Tex.
and crewed by Walter
Glasgow, Kemah, Tex., and
Richard Hoepfner, Seabrook,
Tex., took the silver behind
Denmark. The Americans
actually-finished in a tie with
East Germarly but were
awarded the silver on the
basis of their victory in the
final race.
West Germany won in the
Flying Dutchman and 470
classes and Jochen Schumann
of East Germany won the
single-handed Finn Class.
Greg Louganis, a 16-year-
old from El Cajon, Calif., won
the silver in men's platform
diving, and . — with the
cameras switching away from
the basketball rout — got a lot
of television time in doing it.
Louganis led the qualifying,
led through the early dives but
was no match for veteran
Klaus Dibiasi of Italy. Dibiasi
won an unprecedented third
gold medal in his last in-
ternational competition with
the highest store ever •
recorded in the Olympics,
600.51 points. Louganis had
576.99 and Russian Vladimir
Aleynik, also 16, was third
with S48.61.
In other medal events,
Hungary won water polo,
Russia won the men's saber
team fencing, Kazuhiro
Ninomiya of Japan took the
gold in heavyweight judo,
Alwin Schockemoehle of West
Germany won the equestrian
individual Grand Prix jum-
ping and Vasily Alexeez, a 344-
pound Russian, won the super-
heavyweight weightlifting
with a total hoist of 896
pounds.
Preserves non-acid foods
the safe way-under pres-
sure, at high temperatures.
Cans fruit, quick-cooks
main dishes too. Pressure
control, automatic safety
gauge, canning tray. Alum-
Johnny Apple Peeler
Pods, dices, cores wales in seconds
brings fon beck te ammo, and Winn,
Great for pears too. Cuts neat,
uniform rings. Adjusts for all
shapes and sizes. • 416
CANNING
FUNNEL
Large top opening for easy
Headhpsce measur-




lend bristles resist heat,
watdr, chemicals. 25-3412
Steel frame fits over kettles.
to 15" diameter. Filter dick
tim on. 611
ROTARY FOOD PRESS
Fits over 4- to 10-qt, pots
and, kettl' s for pressing












Mashes, strains large quan-
tities of fruits, vegetables
for canhing, freezing. Big




bags. Pack of 40.F1 1801/3









Fliii-the dial to set desired
watering- pattern. Waters
2,200 sq. td. Permanently
sealed motor. SU4 220
Pt. or Qt.
FREEZER CONTAINERS
Sturdy plastic; snap-on lids.





Grips lars securily to
remove them from polling





num frame covered with
resilient vinyl tubing. Frame
































One drop holds over a ton Bonds







Provides the smooth finish brushing
' can't. 7 colors 12% oz 0401
1976 Summer   _CIC/14/3"111-1716—s—t—iminor -•-•*/ LW 4..0.0 ONO
VIire rack holds up to 7 jars;




For most Chrysler, Ford and
GM product4 Easy to install.





Reduces the level of harmful con-
taminants (airborne dust, dirt,





5 EA. IN PBS.
REG. 8.99 EACH
Large oversized pia-
ton gives you Ireater
working surface than
most original equip -
merit Sock absorbers.
and







Heavy enot gh to keep
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1
knocked out in Tuesday's
play. Victor Amaya upset No.
9 Vijay Amritraj of India 6-4,
6-2 and Gene Mayer defeated
No. 16 Mark Edmondson of
Australia. 4-6, 6-2, 6-3. No. 2
Eddie Dibbs was a first round
victim Monday. -
In other Tuesday matches
involving seeded players. No.
4 Harold Solomon blasted
Francisco Gonzalez of Puerto
Milwaukee 6, De.roi. 4 tt Los Angeles a A lan.a, ppd..
Texas a Minneso .a. ppd., rain
rain an Francisco 9, Cincinna•L 4
California 2, Kansas Ci y 1 Pi••sburgh 3, S.. Louis, 1
Oakland 1, Chicago 0 Nous-on 4, San Diego 1
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games Mon•real (Fryman 8-8 and
Cleveland (Brown 761 a' 005- Kirby 1-8) a. S. , Louis (Ras
on (Jones 4 l), In) , mossen 3-8 and Ctrt'is 5-7), 2,
New York (Alexander 5 6) a' (,,)
Bal.ltnore (Garland 12 2), (n) Chicago (Bonham 6-9) a.
De.roi (Rober's 9-10) a. rm. Philadelphia (Lonborg• 12-5).
waukee (Augus.ine 47), In)
Texas (Hargan 4-2 and Barr Los Angeles (John 6-6) a' A,-
2 51 a Minneso a (Hughes 4 10 larva (Messersmi•h 9.9), (n)
and Luebber 0-2), (•n) Pi.'sburgh (Medich 59) a'.
Kansas Ci.y (Pa-in 39 or New York (Seaver 9-6), (n)
Hasster 06> a. California San FranctSco (Dressier 24)LK irkwoop 4 7), (n) a' Clncinttaq ( achry 8 3), (n) Africa and takes part in the,.. 
land (T'wrez 8 9), (n) Hous'on (Andujar b"), (n)
Thursday's Games
Cleveland a- Boson
;Texas a Minneso a




Pi-sburgh a New York








MURRAY WEST-The Murray West team will play Mayfield Milton Page at 8:30 p.m. Thursday on the old tittle League field as
the Kentucky League Tournament opens. Members of the team ore top row, left to right, Coach Dean Ross, Billy Wells, Andy
Parks, Billy Collins, Cory Miller, Steve Beyer, Jon Mark Billington and Coach Bikb.Daniel. front row, Kevin Richerson, Roger Dunn,








• ii s. Irt g•i *04.11b.
- • At sy "
MURRAY EAST-The Murray East team will play Mayfield Hills' Drive-In at 6:30-p.ms.,Thursday at the old Little league field as
the Kentucky league Tournament opens. Members of the team are top row, Iaft to right, Coach lorry Contri, Harry Weatherly,
Randy Scarborough, Jimmy West, Brad Lyons, David Randolph, David McCuiston and Coach Tommy Lyons. front row, Mark
Waldrop, James Kendall, Todd Contri, Chris Young, Rodney lamb and David Whitten.
Vilas Opens Defense Of Crown
With Easy Triumph In LIT
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
hasn't played in three weeks,
he's recovering from a wrist
injury and the un-
compromising neat and
humidity sappeabis strength.
_ None- of that mattered,
however, as Vitas 'downed
John James of Australia 6-4,6-
4 Tuesday night in a second
round match of the ;125,000
Louisville InternationaT RICO &O. 6-2; No. 5 Roscoe
Tanner trimmed Dave
Schneider of South Africa 7-5,
6-3; No. 8 Stan Smith downed
Tennis Classic.
Vitas won the two previous
Louisville tournaments and so
far, despite his troubles, has
shown the capability of
winning a third title.
"T haven't played for three
weeks, so I hope I can keep
playing this way," said Vilas.
-I had a rest because I had a
wrist injury which happened
at Wimbledon in the early
matches. This is my first
tourney since Wimbledon
and my first in the U.S. this
year, and I'm pleased with it.
"It was quite hot," Vitas
said of the 90 degree evening
temperatures. "When I came
from my criuntry, it was
snowing, so I felt-the change in
weather."
Two seeded players were
Torn Gillikson 6-3, 6-4; No. 10
Ross Case of Australia edged
Ramilo Benavides 7-5, 7-6; No.
11 Onny Parun of New Zealand
defeated Bruce Manson 6-0, 6-
2; No. 12 Dick' Stockton
defeated Pat Cramer 6-2, 6-2;
No. 13 Wojtek Fibak of Poland
defeated Anand Amritraj of
India 6-0, 6-4; No. 14 Tom
Gorman defeated Patricio
Cornejo of Chile 6-2, 6-4; and
No. 15 Karl Meiler defeated
Bob Carmichael 6-0, 7-5.
In other second round ac-
tion, Billy Martin defeated
Louisvillian Gary Plock 3-6, t)-
2, 6-4; Eric van Dillen





New York 60 35

























Boson 8, Cleveland 7
Bal imore 4, New York 1
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
GB W 1_ Pct.
- Phila 65 30 .684
12'? Pi 5 53 43 .552
131/2 New York 51 49 .510
14 S. Louis 42 53 .442
17 Chicago 40 58 .408




















Great Britain 6-2, 7-5; John
Bartlett of Australia defeated
Colin Dowdcswell of Rhodesia
6-2, 6-0; Alvaro Betancur of
Columbia defeated Jeff
Borowiak 6-4, 2-1 when
Borowiak was forced to with-
draw because of illness;
Victor Pecci of Paraguay beat
Dion Joubert of France 6-4, 6-
2; Byron Bertram of England
defeated Ferdi Taygan 6-1, 6-
0; Brian Fairlie of New
Zealand defeated Mike Cahill
6-2, 6-1; John Yuill defeated
Norman Holmes 6-1, 7-6;
Buster Mettram defeated
Hans Kary 3 6, 6-1, 6-4; Jim
Delany defeated Trey Waltke
6-3, 7-5; and Tim Gillikson
defeated Ray Moore of South
Africa 6-2, 6-4.
Today's matches featuring
seeded players included No. 1
Vitas vs. Van Dillen; No. 3
Raul Ramirez vs. Alvin
Gardiner; No. 4 Solomon vs.
Tim Gillikson; No. 5 Tanner
vs. Mottram; No. 6 Fillol vs.
Bill Scanlon; No. 7 Brian
Gottfried vs. Henry Bunts;
No. 8 Smith vs. Bartlett; No.
10 Case vs. Bertram; .No. 11
Parun vs. Pecci; No. 12
Stockton vs. Pat Dupre; No. 13
Fibak vs. ZeUlso Franulovic;
No. 14 Gorman vs. Betancur;
and No. 15 Metier vs. Yuill.
Cut Roster
CHICAGO (AP) -
Chicago Bears of the National
Football League have slim-
med their roster to 61 by
cutting six players, including
former Cincinnati Bengals
Champ Henson and Brad
tousino.
Also cut Tuesday were
linebacker Jim Hovey,
defensive end Bill Hoban, and
defensive backs Jeff Tryon




Malaysia (AP) - Malaysia
will not participate in the 1978
Commonwealth Games in
Edmonton, Canada, if New
Zealand continues to maintain
sports relations with South
Cfileann-Intraw-444,0-w-a-oee- la.40 -0.--omes.-14wrneeh febse• Hwenote,-
the Olympic Council of
Malaysia president and trade
mininster, made the an-
nouncement today
IStrii Piro., by Mike linsstdrin
Will'Start
FULLERTON, Calif. (AP)
- Coach Chuck Knox says
James Harris will be the Los
Angeles Rams' starting
quarterback - at least for the
team's National Football
League exhibition opener






That's A Perfect Ten For The Robot
The accusation against Finland distance runner Lass
Virnes is the most frightening of all of the "under-the-
table' tricks at the Olympic Games.
Supposedly, the gold medalist in the 10,000-meter run
engaged in a little blood-letting _before his victory. The
point was made that Virnes had shown little of the form he
used in his convincing win in the grueling race in earlier
races. •'"
For some reason, he seemed to turn on at his best during
the Olympics.
Supposedly, Virnes had blood removed a few days
before he ran the race. The blood was then placed in cold
storage.
A few hours before he was to run in the 10,000-meter
race, the stored blood was injected back into his body,
giving him more blood than he actually needed.
Therefore, he had more oxyg,m available to him and
thus, his endurance was far greater.
The point is simply this: Is winning that important? Will
the next step be to actually try making a "Six-Million
Dollar Man" and entering him in the Olympics?
It's a great accomplishment for the United States to be
as high as third in the total number of medals won at Mon-
treal. The simple fact is there are only a few nations left
which really send "amateur" athletes to the Olympics.
Most of the athletes are on goiterrunent subsidies and
are engaged fulltirne in training for the Olympics. It's not
a two-hour a day thing for a period of several months.
As soon as many of the Eastern Europe athletes are
finished at Montreal, it's back to the regular job of spen-
ding eight hours per day over the next few years,
preparing for Moscow and 1980.
The United States could semi professional teams to the
Olympics. That's choice number one.
Choice number two is to go on as we are doing and trail
in the medal race to future nations as small as East Ger-
many.
Choice number three is to withdraw from Nitre Olym-
pics. That is where the United States blew it two weeks
ago.
We'll throw away billions of dollars in foreign aid to the
very nations who try and "cheat" us in the Olympics.
We'll never even see the interest, much less the principal
of the "loans." • ' • r
Canada got the bluff on the United States by refusing to
'Good luck.kid. You'll nerd it !*
"1116,0,kr--
• 7N6 ow- 6 RN vit.-tont; 'Ti '1)1:2:• WeRVe6e •••'1•1105.:•'W016 COW atuNtemuJV Dalke CLIAMLY • :-)PhYr-Pc Are ocourpc ,iiiker;•... • •
let Taiwan march under its own flag. It was a political
hockey game and Canada scored on a "power" play.
We should have withdrawn then and let the rest of the
countries fight it out.
If we are number one, we should act like it.
And since we paid for most of the bats and balls, there's
no reason why we shouldn't have just packed up and went
home.
SPORTS
(N11 lilt %) 1 I 1)1.1 li 1- Intl N)
State Softball Tourney
To Begin Here Friday
Sixteen teams will be on hand in Murray this weekend
(Rr the Youth Girls' (16-18) State Softball Tournament.
'Die tourney winner will advance to national play in
Florida next month.
Action will begin at 7 p.m. Friday at the new Little
League Field when Bell City Pottery meets the Lexington
Patriots.
Three local teams are entered.
The powerful Banditos will open play at 9 p.m. Friday
when they tangle with the Warren County Sweethearts.
Also at 9 p.m. the Murray Tigers will play Mayfield.
The Lucky Strikes, a team which won the tourney last
year and is made up of girls frorn Calloway and Marshall
County, will play at noon Saturday against French Bauer.
If all goes as scheduled, the lone undefeated team left
will be playing at 4 p.m. Sunday for what could be the
championship game.
If the undefeated team should lose, the ettampionship
game will be played at approximately 5:15 p.m.
Entered in the tourney is Dover, which won the 13-15
State Title for two consecutive years and they, along with
__Abe Banditos and the Lucky Strikes, should all be in the
mining for the crown.
11.11Eg
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Chicago 5, Mon'real 0
New,York 4, Philadelphia, 1
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Pork Chops
$7117)b
 lb. 89 FLOUR
28 lb. Avg.
LEMONS 
Martha White Flap Stax and
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State Asks For Ruling
To Inhibit Forced Busing
' LOUISVILLE, KY. (API. —
—tile Itate, reipondIng 16' a
challenge by the Jefferson'
County Board of Education,




By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
APLabor Writer
Negotiators in the California
cannery strike reached a
tentative agreement that
could reopen the canneries by
this weekend, but defiant coal
miners ignored their union
president's back-to-work
order and continued a wildcat
strike in four states.
Coal producticn remained at
a virtual standstill in West
Virginia. A few mines also
were closed in Ohio, Kentucky
and Virginia. Elsewhere
Li cross the country in labor
developments:
—Bargainers for the
nation's leading tire makers
and the United Rubber
Workers agreed to meet again
in Washington today with
government mediators
seeking to end a 14-week
strike. But Labor Secretary
W.J. Usery Jr. said neither
side made a new offer
Tuesday when the talks
resumed for the first time in
three weeks.
—Flight attendants for
Trans World Airlines set a
tentative 3 p.m. Friday strike
deadline in a dispute over
scheduling time.
—Western Union Telegraph
Co. and two AFL-CIO unions
continued negotiations for
9,000 workers past a midnight
strike deadline, hoping to
hammer out new contracts.
—The United Auto Workers
denounced initial contract
proposals from General
Motors as "the harshest" step
backwards by the company in
28 years.
"Obviously, GM has put
itself in direct confrontation
with this union," UAW Vice
President Irving Bluestone
declared Tuesday after the
giant auto maker suggested,
among other things, that
1m1Y4n1r- for'
some health care benefits won
in earlier contracts.
—State grain inspectors in
Oregon were expected back to
work after a judge issued an
injunction to end their eight-
day walkout, saying it posed a
threat to the state's health and
welfare. The dispute had
halted wheat exports through
Oregon ports.
President Ford, who was
under increased economic and
political pressure to halt the
cannery strike, praised
Tuesdays settlement and
said, "I am hopeful the
workers will return to their
jobs as soon as possible."
Freddy Sanchez, a Team-
sters official representing
30,000 cannery workers, said
he hoped to return to
California today to set up
aratification vote, and he
predicted the 74 struck
canneries could begin
processing apples, peaches
and other fruit "before the
weekend."
Details of the proposed
settlement, hammered out in
five days of marathon
negotiations with the federal
mediators, were not disclosed.
The union had initially
asked for a $3 an hour wage
hike over three years for its
members, who averaged 84.93
an hour under their old con-
tract. The canners originally
offered raises of between 93
cents and $1.43 an hour.
upheld the validity of a law
designed V inhibit court-
ordered busing.
The law, adopted by the 19'16
General Assembly. prohibits
expenditure of state and local
funds for transporting most
pupils beyond their nearest
schools.
It has been challenged on
constitutional grounds by the
Jefferson County school
board, which contends the law
would prevent the state from
paying the cost of extra
transportation required by the
county desegregation plan.
The state's brief, filed on
behalf of Gov. Julian Carroll,
acknowledged that one section
of the law May be un-
constitutional, but added that
if • this is the case, then the
entire law shoulii be in-
validated.
According to the brief, the
issue is whether two sections
of the law pertaining to fund
distribution penalize the
Jefferson County school
system because of the court-
ordered busing plan.
The brief said that the new
law "makes no change" in the
previous method of fund
distribution.
The brief conceded the
possible unconstitutionality of
the section of the law which
restricts changes in grade
level structures without
wi-itten permission from the
state Board of Education.
The case is being heard by
U.S. bistrict Judge James
Gordon, whose busing plan




(AP) — The grand dragon of
the Kentucky chapter of the
United Knlans of America has
been ordered to appear Aug.
21 in Shepherdsville Police
Court to answer charges of
refusing to obey a police of-
ficer's order to disband a klan
march here on July 3.
Sherman Adams led a group
of about 150 robed Klansmen
in a bicentennial parade in
this Bullitt County community
south of Louisville. The march
was held despite warnings
from city elifficials that the
Klan was marching without a
- -
Shepherdsville Mayor
James Sparrow last week
signed the warrant for Adams.
Earlier this week, the city
council adopted a parade
ordinance that requires
groups other than funeral
processions and high school
bands to apply to the council





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ashland Oil, Inc., has reached
an agreement with the state
on an air pollution complaint
issued last February.





facility in northern Kentucky.
4 As-Mend agreed to submit a
final control plan for
achieving compliance with
regulations and to iiiard a
contract for control equip-
inent Sept. 1.
The firm consented to begin
on-site construction or in-
stallation of the control
equipment by Oct. 1 and finish
the operation by May 1, 1977.
Lose weight
Follow America's most successful reducing plan
Helps satisfy your appetite as you lose ugly
on the Ayds plan.
Judie Whittaker of Greensboro, N.0 proved i
works. She lost 37 pounds on the Aydirplan An
it should work for you. too. Take one or two Ayds
Fttaucing Plan Candies before meals as directe
and Ayds helps satisfy your appetite. You el
less so you take in fewer calories and lose weigh
.. • week after week. No drugs. No crash dieting.
No strenuous exer







Central Shopping Center •
9-9 Mon -Sat
12-7 Sun
Easy Terms w Free Delivery
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
Open Thursday & Friday Nights Til 9:00
All Items Subject to Prior Sale
This is only a partial listing of the hundreds of outstanding buys you will find
in sofas, chairs, bedrooms, dining room suites and occasional pieces.
MISC. ITEMS
c.
1 • Three Drawer chest fruit-
wood finish, marble top
1 - Antique Pine Hall tree, et-
ched glass
_1 - Five drawer Oak bachelor
chest, marble top, antique
yellow
1 - Country French Curio,
lighted, distress-finish
1 - Solid Cherry drop leaf
gate leg console table
1 - Antique Pine Curio,
mirrored back, lighted
T - Antique Pine attrrored bar
with brass ;nil and slorage
1 • Solid Oak book stand
English design
1 - Honey Pine Hall Tree,
panel doors
1 - Antique Fruitwood Curio
cabinet, lighted, mirrored
back
1 - Pine Curio Cabinet, brass
gallery, lighted com-
partments, shell carved
1 - Three drawer antique blue
chest, panel sided, and leg
turnings
1 - American of Martinsville
Curio, Pecan, glass shelves,
lighted
1 - Three pc. set solid
Mahogany tables, two Pem-
















1 - Solid Cherry server, brass
A ^^, • 
- Oak Server, heat proof
top, carved panels, on
casters
1 • Pine Etergere, glass
shelves
1 - Antique white credenza,







1 - Marimont tuxedo style
gold floral import tapestry 599"
1 • Marimont tuxedo, red
nylon woven print 599"
1 Kroehler loose pillow
back, flame stitch cut velvet,
green and gold 599"
1 - Marimont, tuxedo style,
red antique velvet
1 - Marimont loose pillow
back sofa, turquoise, copper,
and geld nylon tapestry.
1 - Lawson style T cushion at-
tached pillow back red and
gold tweed
1 Kroehler tuxedo, buttoned
seat cashion, aimond colored
streia velvet
1 - Loose pillow back Lawson
in orange, green and gold
tapestry
1 - Lawson style T cushion in
copper beige mattelasse
1 - Marimont cop arm,
loose back cushion, olive
green waffle velvet
1 - Marimont loose pillow
bock sofa, copper crewel
design fabric
1 - Two-piece wing sofa and














SOFA SLEEPERS LOVE SEATS
REG SALE
1 - Contemporary attached
back sleeper by Sealy orange,
Copper and beige Herculon 549'
1 - Early American wing bock
by Jamison, red, block and
beige Herculon 599'
- Loose pillow back by
Jamison, grey, olive, and
orange plaid
1 - Lawson style by Jamison
grey tweed Herculon 449'
1 -Straightline attached back
by Sealy, beige, olive and
brown
1 - Wing bock wood trim by
Jamison, copper, orange and
grey Herculon
1 - Lawson loveseat by
Jamison, red floral, red
velvet welts
1 • Straight Arm loose pillow
back by Jamison, black grey
and copper plaid
1 - Wing back by Jamison,








1 - American of Martinsville
loveseat and chair, antique
pine arm, plaid and solid corn-
% bination fabrics
1 - Brown vinyl tufted bock
and seat Chippendale
1/2 lovesecrt
2 - Tuxedo loveseats, nylon
floral, blue, copper, and gold
1/2 
(each)
1 Loveseat, loose pillow



















2 - Tuxedo loveseats with
arm pillows, copper, olive,
and white multi stripe (each) 499"
1 Kroehter attached pillow
loveseat, plaid Herculon
fabric 399'
- Marimont tuxedo style
quilted cotton, brown,




Wing Chairs, white 8 blue cut
velvet (each)
1 - Queen Ann wing, gold
fabric
2 - Kroehler, white velvet
contemporary style chairs
(each)
1 - Morimont wing copper
crewel fabric in copper
REG SALE
1 - 8-pc. Pecan by Stanley,
double pedestal table, carte
back chairs and lighted china 1499"
- 8-pc Pecan by American of
Martinsville oval table, cane
back choirs and lighted china 1595"
1 - 9-pc. 'Oak by American of
Martinsville, octagonal table,
cane back choirs, slate-top
server, lighted china 1799"
1 9-pc. by American of Mar-
tinsville, cone carved oval
table, six chairs, gloss door
chino and server 1895'
1 - 8-pc. Italian, American of
Martinsville, double pedestal
round table, six choirs, and
lighted china
1 - 8-pc. Bassett con-
temporary design table, six
chairs with gold upholstery,
and lighted china
1 - 8-pc Bassett, oval table,
six chairs and tighted display
chino
1 • 8-pc. Henreden dining
room, Weathermark finish,
1/2 round pedestal table, six
chairs, lighted display chino



















2 - Low back Chippendale
chairs, brown vinyl, nail trim
(each) 199" 1/2
..kos •••••
- Henredon c airs, -
loose pillow back, orange
velvet (each) 35r
_ Henredon loose pillow
back choir, gold brocade
stripes 360'
2 - Marimont Chippendale
wing choirs, olive waffle
velvet fabric (each) 279-
1 • Fairfield Queen Ann, white
and sand striped fabric
2 - Marimont Country French
wing choirs, brown, gold, and





1- Link Taylor three pc. an-
tique pine Martha
Washington dresser with
mirror, spindle bed and chest
on chest
1 - 3 pc. Antique Maple nine
drawer dresser with mirror,
chair back headboard and
chest on chest
1 • Henredon 3 pc. Con-
temporary dresser, mirror,
lattice headboard and chest
1 - French Provincial 3 pc an-
tique white dresser wilt
mirror, cane headboard chest
1 - 4 pc. Mahogany
traditional bedroom suite,
dresser with mirror, chair
back headboard, chest and
nite stand
1 - 4 pc. Contemporary oak
and cane panel design
dresser with twin mirrors,
cane headboard, door chest
and glass top nite stand
1 - Sumter 4 pc. oak dresser
with mirror, Queen head and
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41.**••••••
Prices Good Thru July 29
Thur Wed., Aug. 4
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each 
week










'Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch 'All 
You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The 
Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New cont
est
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to


























































• Red Ripe. 24 lb. Avg.
: Watermelons
•
• u. S. No. 1 Red
•
• • Potatoes
• New Firm Head
00 Cabbage
MEL41/4'
1 Lb. Box Frosty Acres• 91.9111 WIT;
:temonadc-3-....$1°°9 ç4• Garden Delight
•















































1 Lb. Cep Off
Offer Expires 8-4-76
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New Channels Opened For Use By Citizens Band Radio Operators
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
more than five million CB
radio enthusiasts- lir -the-
-trtit- tulle ir-nuire----
schannels ttginning Jan. 1.
The new channels will bring to
40 the- number of channels





wilt' rules designed to reduce
FRANKFORT, Ky. (V.) —




vehicle; for use in surface
mining and reclamation en-
forcement.
Fifty of the air conditioned,
four-wheel drive vehicles will
be sent to the seven area
offices of the Division of
Reclamation with six others
assigned to the Division of
Solid Waste.
John Witt, commissioner of
natural resources, said that
about 30 of the vehicles are
replacements for older
equipment. The remainder
are being assigned to new
_engineers and inspectors, he
said.
Witt said that he vehicles,
equipped with two-way radios,
will also be• used to help
Foreitry Division field per-
'sonnet in reporting forest
fires.
The vehicles are air con-
ditioned in order to maintain
the efficiency of workers, Witt
said.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Dr. Alan Johnson, dean of the
University of Louisville
Graduate School, has been
fired by university President
Dr. James L. Miller.
The Louisville Courier-
Journal reported that Miller
firedl.Johnson Tuesday, two
weeks after Miller had asked
"Johnson to resign.
Johnson was quoted as
citing a poll which showed that
12 of the university's 13 deans
had "grave doubts" about
Miller's performance as
president.
Johnson said the 12 deans
felt the school was in "a state
of crisis" ultin fromIry
that an air of "great con-
fusionn and divisiveness" had
beeen created.
Miller would not comment
on Johnson's criticisms, but
said that the dean's
dismissal was 2„'a difficult
thing to do."
Johnson, 45, spent 13 months
as dean of the graduate
school. He came to the school




- CLAYHOLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Falcon Coal Co. truck
drivers were killed Tuesday
when their vehicles collided on
a private Breathitt County
road owned by the coal firm,
police said.
State police identified the
victims as Brovmloe South-
wood, 47, and William L.
Harrison, 33, both of Clayhole.
Police said that the dusty
road was a major contributing
factor in the accident.
Cik Employes
List Grievances





Commission with a list ot,
grievances, including a call




The commission went into
executive session at the close
of its reguirr meeting
Tuesday night to review the
grievances.
A spokesman for the em-
ployes said a group of about 20
wives of police officers
planned to conduct a peaceful
demonstration today outside
the (Mark County Courthouse
to draw public attention to the
situation. '
At the Battle of Chalons, 451
A.D., Attila the Hun was de-
feated by the Romans.
complaints by CB operators
and about CB interference
with televisioti.-
pecial for the new CB
iperators. Each new CB set
sold must contain FCC rules
on CB use, a license ap-
plication and a 030-day
temporary permit to allow the
purchaser to go on the air
right away.
Because CB radios are now
a major, target of auto.
strippers, the Fet said each
new transmitter must have an
engraved serial number:for
easier identification. .
The FCC said the major
objections to channel ex-
pansim svere raised by the
broadcast industry, which
feared more CB interference
with home television recep-
tion.
—50-the 'rnifigghiii told CB
. *set-makers to increase the
radiation suppression
'requirement to protect TV
channels 2, 5 and 7 — the ones
most affected. Should there
still be interference on TV, the
FCC said, individual CB
We have more fishing items than any other area store...all at discount prices
1/2" Exterior Treated
hardboard, L2" round

















of add-on devices designed to
increase the raw of existing
trzifismitters.
• Raymond Spence, the FCC's
chief engineer, said CB
operators with the current 23-
- c,htuinel sets will not be able to
use the other 17 but the jam on
the original 23 will ease when
the 40-channel sets go on sale,



































8 pt. Buffalo $427 se





Goal, 60 Thread, 12
loop net.
Special $2995
operators would be required to
insert special filters.on their
transmitters.
CB radios are supposed to
be used only for local, short-
range broadcasts, but there
have been - numerous com-
plaints about many who
overpower their transmitters
to increase_their range. To







$995• Warning clickitor bait fishing
,• Filled with DuPont Strele•
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. Legal Notice
AS OF THIS date August
28, 1976, I the un-
dersigned am no longer
responsible for the debts










be submitted by 12











Setique. 1 1 0 3
,Mulberry. All fabric 20
per cent off. All for sale





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
" Prices Are Down! Everyone










problems I find it
necessary to quit my
Watkins business and
dispose of all my stock.
Most of my Watkins
products are reduced to
cost' and some items
below cost priced for
quick sale. Thanks to all
of you. who have
patronized me in the
past. It has been my
privilege to have served












WE WANT to express our
appreciation to the
friends, neighbors and
relatives for the Masses,
flowers, food, prayers,
cards, and every act of
kindness shown during
our time of sorrow. Also
we would like to thank
Father Mattingly and
the Blalock Coleman
'Funeral Home for their
kind services. The
Family of E. F. Bowe.
4,
NOTICE
Aooroximatele 120 so. fL





IOW HAVE tOti BEEN
BU66414E,w fRIEND
MARCIE? WH4  HAVE i-fOO
BUN CALUN6 HER NA/4E5?
THAT'S MY DAD'S SPECIAL PHONE
FOR HIS BIG BUSINESS DEALS ---





















Don't forget , to
register your handles
in the new Purchase
Area CB Directory.
You may pick up your
registering handle













Are yee speeding toe weal
ow yaw bee veriecesseriy?
Try These Prices.
A Shampoo &Set $3.00
Haircut $2.00
Haircut & Blown Dry  $3.00
Uniperm $12.00





20 Per Cent Discount on
all cabinet hardware.
West Ky. Cabinet, 1203
•
Story Ave. -











I JUST WANTED 11:3 6E'r
ACQUAINTED MTH HER...





















LOST 10.00 20 Goodyear
cross-rib tire moimted
on rim between 5
5:31:1 and betw












































in your area. This is a
solid business op-
portunity in the safety
and security field,
backed by a company
with 138 years of
valuable experience. If
you have a sales or sales
management
background and want to
be in the $35000 plus
income bracket . call
Ronnie Giles, collect at
205-823-3301, 9 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday and
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise please. Call





couple who could work a
total of 40 hours per
wigk. Secure ap-
plication from office of
First Baptist Church.
BABYSITTER NEEDED
in my home. Beginning
August 22. Call 753-8836.
TWO OPENINGS
available. 30-35 hours a
week as corpputer
operator-driver and 25
hours week as driver.





for child 2 years old.
Also do light housework
- Monday-Friday 8:30-5




















Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6 p. m. Murray 436-5459.
13 for Sale Or Trace
'two • FULLY enclOsed.44
truck beds, all
aluminum with wood
floors and roll up back
door, or will trade for
grain beds. One 4s 8'
fr wide, 18' ng 71/21tall.
$600 One"' wide, 21'
long, 71/2' tall, $800. Will
make excellent storage
shed. Also 25 John Deere
pull type combine. Call





capacity, less than 4
years old. Model 295.
Also one potato chip
machine and one candy
bar machine. Call 753-
13411. extension 239 from
8 a.m. to5 p.m.
11 Instructions
RIDING LES1.30NS
people of all ' ages.
Horses trained for all
















SET OF four Crager mag
wheels. $200 value, will
trade for boat and
motor. Call 436-2289
after 6 NIA,
WILL SELL OR TRADE
four 14 inch Chevy tires
and wheels, (2 are side
track MT.) also 4 Chevy
adapters to fit V W Call
436-5838.
14.Want To Buy
COINS - Americay or
Foreign plus old grid.
Call 753-9232.
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE
or model 74 Harley
Davidson. Call 753-8821,
USED BRICK„ , red
preferred. Call 753-1238.
TOBACCO SCAFFOLD,
also will sell wheat
straw. Call 7534686 after
5 p.ni., 753-8472.
1). Articies For Sale
(14 walk-in cooler.
One 6 1.a walk-M Freese.
Now in operation.
Jerres Restmereet
S. 1216 Street, Money, Sy.
SEARS 9 Cu. ft. upright
freezer, very new. $150.
Call 767-6296.
FOR SALE. Color RCA
TV., old but in good
condition, good picture
and sound, $75. Apar-
tment size refrigerator,
11/2 years old, Avocado,
like new, $125. Apart-
ment size range to
match with hood and
fan, $110."Dinette table
and four chairs, like
new, $50. Two twin box
springs and mattress
set, $30, both $50. See at
625 South 4th St. Call 753-
4992.
SORRY SALE is now a
merry gal. She used




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
REMOVE CARPET
paths find spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent














BRAIDED OVAL 9 x 12
rug, $25. Apartment or
trailer size washer and
dryer, $200. Hooded hair
dryer, $10. Call 753-8595.
16. Home Fu.nishings
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/2 riffles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to








round bed, sofa which
makesinto round
lounge chair which
makes into single bed, 7
Piece wedge gromeing,
white flopper chair. See




and a console stereo.
Call 753-6153.
HOOVER PORTABLE
spin dry washer like
new, $120. Call 489-2732.
MOVING MUST SEL.L -
90" beige sofii, with
matching swiveltocker,











and Service, 500 Maple












'needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
RED BELLY Ford with
bushog and blade. Needs
carburator. , INC Club
low boy, new 60 in
mower, cultivator,
planter, sickle bar, etc.
Call 436-5519.
A FARMALL tractor with
plow, disc‘ and
cultivator. Elicellent








14' SPEED BOAT, 50 h.p.
motor. Trailer 71 model.
Call 489-2485.
14' CROSBY fishing boat.
Six man _capacity, one
swivel chair, trailer,
Scott 40 h.p. motor. $275
or best offer. Call 753-
1513 or 753-7746.
14' MIRRO-CRAFT boat
with 62" beam, 1972
Johnson 25 h.p. electric










14. FT. JON boat, 1976
model, 91/2 Johnson
motor. 1973 Model and
trailer. $800. Also 14 trot






tubes, 8200. Call 767-
6296.
18 FT. DAY CRUISER
1968, motor and trailer.
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip No.
29 at Kenlake Marina or
call 753-8019.
14' CHEROKEE boat, 18
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good con-




Bumble Bee Bass boat.
135 h.p. Evinrude motor,
trolling motor, depth
finder and all extras.
Call 247-4732 after 5:00
p.m.*
11111111111111111
FLUTE FOR sale made
of coin silver. Call 753-
8046.
BALDWIN rIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Altio The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
ALVAREZ 5 string banjo,
with scrugg tuners, and
case. Call 435-4434. .
REPOSSESSED organ
Like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on

















100 South 13 Street
Flies. Roaches.






Ridrg mower. Call 1-
247-7513.
GAS DRYER, in good'
condition, Black &
decker grass trimmer,
and 75.H. P. Mercury
motor. See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30 p. in.
INTERN A TIONAb CUB
Cadet riding &lower
with wheel weights and 
also cover for mower.
Like new. One year old.-
Call 474-2346 after 4 p.m.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










stereo or tape player in
tile- home. Wire in-
cluded, for hookup. $30.
Call 753-7737 or 753-9061.
TAKE UP 915 monthly
payment on 25" color
console TV. One black
and white for $5.00
month. Call 753-7575.
21 V,
ii x $2, 1965 model, 2
bedroom, $1200. Call 436-
5834.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 it 60 MOBILE HOME,
furnished or un-
furnished. ' ' Two
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
436-5839.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 large
patios, 2 air con-






1972 SKYLINE 12 x 64 2
bedroom, large living
room, front kitchen,
built-in appliances, - -
furniture included,
central heat and air,
storm windows, porches
and underpinning. Have
to see to appreciate. Call
days 436-5483, after 6 p.
m. 753-7450.
x 56 trailer, 3 bedroom,-----.•
porch and underpinned. .
Air condition, washer
and electric heat. Call
436-2172.
1972 12 x 60 2 bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
9512 or 753-7302.
1974 NORRIS 12 x 61.
Extra nice. New 26,000
BTU air conditioner.
Sears washer and dryer.
Underpinned. Located--;-,-






29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
$50 deposit, $125 month
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mowed fur-
nished. Call 753-2377.
TWO HOUSE TRAII;ERS
on waterfront lot on
Blood River Lake. Call
436-2427.
.7.a!
COUNTRY HOME or '-
lake cottage by Sep- -'--
tember 1st. Call 753-2580
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
HOUSE OR FARM IN 1 .
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do -
repair and upkeep. Call 1'
753-5184.
.32 Apartments For Ren•
FURNISHED APART-







ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 75 3.
5108 after 6 p. no.
FURNISHED two
court square. Call 753-




living room, kitchen and
private bath. Has gas

























































































34. Houses For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM





family. Rent $125. 650
deposit. Call 753-6354.
TWO BEDROOM house
with bath. Gas heat, $80
per month in Hardin.
Call 753-4661
.THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, air condition. $126
,a month. Adults
preferred. Call 753-1962.
36 For Rent Or lease




MILK GOAT with 3




gelding. Moving - must










pups. Call 436-5650 or
753-1651.
ONE BEAGLE dog, nine
months old. Also Ger-
man Shepherd, 18
months old. Male. Call
489-2364.
0 YEAR OLD male
..-eSL Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
JUST LISTED the B. W.
Edmonds home at 504
Whitnell. A well _built,
well kept hekik and
stone with targe living-
'dining room, large den,
two bedrooms, large
utility, covered patio, 8
closets, garage, shade
trees and extra ipt all for
only $23,000. Hurry and
see this and other
listings by calling C. 0.
Bondurant Realty first.






Ploorod, rowdy to me. milk& beam mid-oes, aria




















. • . ....... •
We •
Colored Sand
/5 Different Colon. 25C per pourici
Plaster Molds
1/4 Off Regular Price
Crafts Unlimited
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
•
AUCTION SALE
Every Fridey Might at 541 Auction Horn
Paris, Tenn.
This Week: walnut dresser with marble top, 2 old
oak dressers, old curved bone china cabinet, oak
hall tree, blanket chest, wagon seat, dressing
mirror, railroad lantern, muffin irons, 9 piece





*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE




For all complete full size cars delivered
to






dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510
Thursday, in town at
753-45.51, Connie Lampe.
O. Produce
FRESH SWEET corn and
tomatoes. Phone 753-




own. $3.00 bushel, $1.50
bushel. C de A Farms,
roor Farm Road. Bring
your own, containers.
Open 9 to 6. Closed
Sundays.
SWEET CORN for sale.
Call 753-3622 or 753-7649.
41.Public Sales
ROAD SIDE SALE, July
30 and 31. .Dewards
Chapel Church East
Highway 94, toward the
lake. Its benefits for new




Sale, small stove, fur-










Across from Post Office.
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of „land
located in Kentacky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be.purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly'
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to









all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate




 NEW CONCORD, KY. -
MOVING SALE . Two bedroom frame
refrigerator, stove, cottage on a larsg_let
trombone. Call 753-4907. Ideal foe.suirmfir home,
Itrikend hide-away.
Bargain priced at only
69,000. tall 753-8080 or





Like new 3 bedroom, 2
bath, home with lovely
courtyard and land-





with dining area, at-





to see this quality home.
K's11CF TO Downtown
Shopping - u listing,
only one b1ck from
downtown, groceries,
stores and restaurants.
Two bedroom home of
good construction and








Oa Of A Lied
This phitstorsd wells haws
'Mb IYA Imola, 2 ear
grape, tears,a,2001-4F-4-
II. home locoed my
collop.
Make As Offer
Ow this 3 Nemo with deo
S. hitches tomitiooties geed
she Wag room & bedreoms
ic see of.' the letter
lecetioes ef *orgy.
Wilma los. I, Reel html.
733-320 Aortae
44. lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL TREED
lot. 150 ft. frontage x 200




LOT IN East Y Manor.
Reduced for quick sale.
Call 489-2221.
46 Homes For Sale
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central















"SORRY, P40 HEW PER•SOEMEL AD-
MITTED UNLESS ACCOMF'ANIE BY
THEIR FA-I-KERS,"




11  baths, central heat







room one car garage.
Neal University.
Phone 753-8580 or 436-
2257 _after 1. PM
,•-iiieek days or anytime
on weekends.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
this property in 1979 plus








HOUSE AND 51,4 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for -
1976 ,needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.









bedroom brick, den with
fireplace, 2 baths, built-
ins in kitchen. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. 805 Bagwell
Blvd. Call 753-0871.
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination,
good location. Call 753-
8673. Bronze with black vinyl




Like new. $975. Call 753-
8615.






1974 XL 350 Honda new
'tire and chain. $550. Call
753-8046





good tape player and
stereo speakers. Runs




Call 753-0123 days or 753-
7699 nights.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA





TWO TON LHC tow truck.
15,000 lb. winch. Call 436-
5519.
BY OWNER - spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
with sunken living room,
den and 2 car garage.
Near Murray High





1973 DODGE h ton truck
with grain side and
hoist. Low mileage. Call
474-2337.




1949 FORD pickup truck.
Excellent motor. $225.
Call 753-4530.
OWNER MOVING - 1703
Magnolia. „Three





garage. $37,900. Call 753-
4191.
3015 GATESBOROUGH
Circle, 3 bedroom home
on large lot. Features
den with fireplace.
Large kitchen, separate
dining room and living
room. Twii car garage.
-Call 753-8836.,
LARGE THREE
bedroom . house ,with
aluminum Acting. Large





bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496.
47 Pfilotorr•c •




1970 CAMARO 396 350 h.p.
an' engine Four speed
1971 CHALLENGER
CONVERTIBLE RI for







and has four new tires.
Very nice! $650. Also a
1973 Red V.W. has AM-
FM radio, factory 8
track tape player and
wire hub caps. 46,000
actual miles. $1295 For
both cars phone 753-9660





1973 V.W. 'BEETLE, in
good condition. Motor
has less than 48,000




good farm truck. Runs
good. Looks good $550.





car. 65,000 actual miles.
Needs paint job. Good
mechanical condition.
See at Tabers Body




Ghia, 6 cylinder, 4 door,
factory air, reclining
bucket seat, manual
shift in floor. 7,000 miles,






753-5738 after 5 o'clock.
1972 VEGA GT. 1969
Camaro Chevrolet. Call
436-2197.




.:XUdtv, extra sharp.5. Call 474-2884 after
5 p.m.
1972 BLACK Monte Carlo,
power sieeilng . and
brakes. Air. Call 753-
3596.
1961 BROWN OLD-
S M OBI L E. Power
steering and brakes and
air. Good condition.. Call
753-9659.
'N FORD Galaide 503,
low mileage, new tires.










fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon









home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND' backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
KIRBEY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
„ rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




and exterior by the hour







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-23 10 for free
- estimates.









113 S. 416 Some
11Alsrers






will haul all types of
rock; white, decoratiet,
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-4381 or 753-
5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding










Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.











and seal coating. For
free estimates, call 753-
7238.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
- -Cleaning is
Our Business"
wie• yeti mord smooths,
espeposoot or service coil se.
Gems.; is whit we know
best. VI* hove steam &moon
mod ether tlemeso equipseatt
I., root, spi if re vote ise








753-5429 after 4 p.m.
























struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.










and roofs sealed. Call




vice. No job too small.




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
 GREY AND WHITE
WILL DO sewing in my kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
home. Call 753-0251. 7514994.
54 Free Column
FREE BEAUTIFUL
kittens ei &limier& One ,
group is about 7 weeks
old. Other group is three




7 weeks old. Were
. abandoned and are
being cared for by
Humane Society, Call
753-3994 after 4:30 p.m. •
FREE TEN WEEK old
puppies. Various Colors.
Friendly and love to
play. Desperately need
good homes. Also
available calico cat. All






healthy, coat is sleek
and glossy. Very
beautiful dog and will
make a very nice pet.




spayed, 6 years old. Call
436-2197.
FREE BLACK rabbit,
about 4 months old. Call
753-8456 after 3:30.
.1
For Sale By Owner
Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-to-
wall carpeting with large covered patio and out-
building. Gas heat and electric air. esi awl wee
Priced low 30's
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Fagan Is spiralling eIllem welbeall
MOTOQUIPS
2 - bads. owe (123 pre. sid), I- Eagise OF. deck
(1710), lsh MEM arm/ iermese doh. I so dresser, I • -
sok boh Maser, I slid waver desk A choir. I..$, WI Gloss • Are
fives etc.
NOME FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
Twisters, clothes dryers, mock's. choirs, etc
FAIN EQUIPMENT
menesecomewts dry et sale will take preselects ovur eds. Terms
ad Ida sub.
1-5' Mimi du, 1-7310 MN Deere Erecter, lows mowers, rotors
tilers.
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1 Deaths, and Funerals I Strong., Tremor Jolts China After ... .,
W. C. Nall, Jr. Is , Funeral Thursday
_ . Most
- Dead At Age 56; For Mrs. Simmons
TOKYO (AP)— A
Powerful,









Funeral services for Mrs. tremor jolted northeastern China today quoted the japane,se embassy in Pelting Tientsin's foreign community of nera- I Friday Lula Simmons will be held after the world's most powerful quake as saying one Japanese employe was about 70 persons were-all reported in
William C.--fiSIII) Nall, Jr., Thursday at two p.m., at the in 12 years struck the region before reported killed.and six persons, injured, good condition and took refuge at the
of 1706 Ryan Avenue, Murray, Vt. Pleasant United dawn, causing heavy damage and in the first quake at a Japanese international club outside the city,
died Tuesday at six p.m. at St. Methodist Church with Bro. probably many casualties in the coastal manufacturing plant in Tangshan, an Whitlam said.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,,, Steve Todd officiating. metropolis of Tientsin. t- industrial area near Tientsin. The Australian leader added that his
-Tenn. He was 56 years of age Pallbearers will be Jack The Italian newsagericy ANSA said The Chinese did not issue any im- wife got a slight cut on her leg from a
and he had been in ill health McDaniel, Harold and Dale the new tremor was felt in the Chinese mediate official reports on casualties.
 glass splinter.




(AP) — A plane of the
Czechoslovak CSA airline
carrying 70 passengers and a
crew of six crashed on a
domestic flight from Prague
to Bratislava today, the
Czechoslovak news agency
CTK said today.
The Murray man was L./m.136y 131111.011. Dpilt11 VIM L/C EDT 1 and sent residents into the streets saying the quaxe s
trum vntnout reported from Peking that the Unconfirmed reports said
regional manager for in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery for safety. There was no immediate warning. The Chinese recently had epicenter was believed to be near the plane, probably a Soviet-
Hawaiian Tropics for the with the arrangements by..khe word of casualties or damage. been able to predict some earthquakes
. Tangshan, an industrial center that built Ilyushin-18 with an ex-
South and Southwestern Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
, The U.S. Earthquake Information The Chinese foreign ministry told the produces steel and electrical perienced pilot at the controls,
'States, and was district' where friends may call.
manager of Investors Mrs. Simmons, age 87, of
Servi,ce in Golden, Colo., recorded the
magnitude of the aftershock at 7.9 on
Australian embassy the epicenter of the
first quake was about 90 miles east-
machinery,
Peking, the Chhiese Capital, Was
nose-dived near a lake of the
Mate Pisky (Golden Sands)
Heritage Insurance. An Army Hazel died, Tuesday at seven_ .. the Richter-scale, almost as strong as southeast of Peking and 40 miles north jolted for half a minute by the first recreational area._
veteran of World War II and a a.m. at the Murray-Calloway the overnight 'quake and capable of of Tientsin, the capital of Hopeh severe
member of the Sons of the County Hospital. massive damage. -, province. tinued
American Revolution, he was Survivors are two The original quake, reCorded by the Among the badly damaged buildings foreigners
in Peking were in . outdoorsformer manager of Kenlake daughters, M
rs. Eula Hicks, Denver center at 8.2 on the .-klIchter • - — theHs' ' o Hotel
State Park. Sidney, Ohio, and Mrs. Clete scale, also shook Peking. At leastdiplomats
Mr. Nall was born February Swift, Akron, Ohio; two sons, several major buildings were reported 
the old wing of the Peking Hotel,'
buildings in the embassies quarter, a apparent,
23; 1920, in Fulton, but lived Lawton and Leland Burton, damaged there. wing of the r.,ilway station and a large of casualties
shock, and aftershocks con-
into the morning. Chinese and
spent the rest of the night
although it was raining, but
A 'said major damage was riot
and there was no indication
in the capital.
us early life in Clinton. He Buchanan, Tenn.; sister, Mrs. Fortner Australian Prime Minister d partme t store in the center of the No word of damage or ca-ualties
was the son of the late William John McIntosh, Hazel; three Gough Whitlam, who was visiting outside Peking came from the Chinese
C. Nall, Sr., and Birdie bathers, John Burton; Hazel, Tientsin with nja. wife, said the Chinese 
city, Ansan reported. _
Whitlam said* IliAna buildings In government or from Hsinhua, the of-
Weatherford Nall. One sister and. .A.
Mr Nell mortis, Rao "Iittigah;e_tgilteeli
Cnniknit. and-Jim Burton, toldhlm after' the first quake that there- Tientsin including- his hotel, were fical news agency. In Washington, the
grsa4-• were fatalitlesin that city but that they 
heavilyTientsin,
ildr ,thirty-two great -c 
damaged. He 'aid he saw U.S. Geological Survey said many
en  did not know the precise number, the •Chinese searching through- mounds of People may have been trapped inpreceded herbrother in death:- -Ch--
Survivors are his Wife, Mrs. grandchildren. Italian news agency reported. debris. 
,... buildings that collapsed. A member of
Mildred Corwin Nall, to whom  "It is something certainly very 
. 
the agency's staff who recently headed
he was married October 16,
-
1943; two sons, William C.  
,..;• •••••
', 
S7/406  Mtvgee serious," Whitlam was quoted as Whitlarn 
said he and his wife were,. a mission to China said the Chinese
saying. He said he saw buildings asleep on the seventh floor of their
 have made significant advances in
(Bud) Nail III of Madisonville enc. .  ,..,   collapse and "fold down like 'ac- 
hotel, Tientsin's tallest building, when predicting quakes, and advance
and Dennis Corwin Nall, Sr., EDT,Tenet
Murray Route Four; one min's ,
firnifilld Le dm L4,411fr I cordions" in Tientsin, a city of four it "broke literal
ly in two." He said the .warning may have been given. But no
. .
million people. ' . Chinese helped all those 
in the hotel to such warning was reported in Peking.
6634Y,
by First- 41111•1111111rai Corp . ot
areas iiiftrizs: _ ..




Nall, Jr., Murray Route Four; s1:.d 9 unc Aiming Attack At Dewards Chapel WillReaganone sister, Mrs. John ( Ruth) Kimberly Clark 42% -r '11,
Pasco, 306 North 14th Street, l,,,niir .l 
fij% unc
ir bide  2161.1 unc.•
Ford
Hold Road Side Sale
Murray; parents-in-law, Mr. Texaco 27% -%
54 -% ,e N
and Mrs. D. M. Corwin, 1715 GGITF'ercorva'E'ec• Attempt To Gain Delegates The Dewards ChapelWells Extended, Murray. Georgia Pacthc 214F +7,
Funeral services will be PhzerJim Waksrs - 31%. -48
In
_ ,_
• Church, located on Highway
_ 94 East, will have a road side.
held Friday at eleven a.m. at Kim),   14% -% . I 
•
 49kt -111 'WASHING (AP) •=----- "I think les quite clear As Republicans continued 
sale on Friday and Saturday,
the chapel of the Blalock- V tar +14 July 30 31,between e two men that the their battle to decide on a and with theis aiming a th 
Coleman Funeral Home with P
resident 
Frunanli mini . . . . .  
„, tackaiti,,ilocal Wort al rell; two-pronged attack at Ronald President is unmistakably the nominee, the Democratic 
Proceeds to go for new pews
Dr. David Roos officiating. , •,-.•r w. Lodger 
Burial will be in the Clinton r " sunon c,, art utak" Reagan's 
conservative better choice, not only for the ticket spent ther,alay in 
for the church. •
Clothing, dishes, furniture,
Cemetery. Industnal Avg -744 Southern 
supporters, hoping party but for the country," briefings on economic issues.
to snare GOP delegates Connally said. Jimmy Carter and Sen. 
etc., will be featured in the
Friends may call at the mar ar • Connally, a former Nixon Walter Moadale talked in sale, a church spokesman
funeral home after six p.m. Alier. tibial 4r. tine disenchanted wi
th Reagan's
Ashland Oil V% um choice of a liberal nor- administration official, was Plains, Ga., with a busload of 
said.
today (WedrYesday ). A.T.& T 57 -A. the first choice for vice experts about the nation's
55% -% theastern senator as a runningThe family requests that Ford 
6741 al mate. president of Reagan delegates economic prospects. • Bazzell Cemetery
expressions of sympathy take g: m°1°" •are 23% line an the AP ) .expressing opinion,
the form of donations to Heart cacaricn ist. unc 
Reagan leaders in . Ford, appearing with
Gulf DU Tr% .+1'4 Mississippi said Tuesday they delegate survey found. Connally outside the White To Meet Saturday- --Research. Pennwalt 34% -44 Ford's second line of attack
Quaker Oats gssfi .4. feared the Ford strategy House, did not publicly change .
Sower 
Republic Steel 3614 AA in their might succeed state. as * The' -011ie Easley Dies , 22% -1,41 
1S a visit to Mississippi on his stance on Connally at Bazzell 'Cemetery wi111
And Ford backers Friday. Ford Press Secretary "TheTaman , 8% -14. were possible running mate. have its annual meeting 'on
11% -
Zenith 
% gleefully suggesting thereAt Age Of 49 Western Union . 32% -1/4 could be -dramatic changes 
Ron Nessen said that, as far AS __,,,in speak for itself," Sat Bro.he knew, the trip had no- 
future w
Ford said. "I don't etclude 
urday, July 31, with 
Steven Cobb as the speaker atto the
011ie Easley died suddenly Brooks Chapel To almost at-once. relation effect of the any potential Republicans." eleven a.m.
Monday evening at Houston, Doug Shanks, Ford's 
Schweiker decision.
Texas. He was 49 years of age Hold Bible School Mississippi chairman, said 
The Mississippi delegation _ 
' there . 
Reagan also lost the support :Donations for the upkeepof
two leading conservative the cemetery may be 'yen athas been-gonsidered a Reagan of g rY Y giv
and the son a the late 0. T. have been switches fro-.11 - Republican spokesmen — the meeting on Saturday, left
(Bud) Easley and Josephine The Brooks Chapel United Reagan to Ford, suggesting 
stronghold, but the week's . ,
i Ohio at Sledd s Grocery at Stella, or
Easley Dick. Methodist Church will hold its there are enough to move the 
events may have shattered Rep. John Ashbrook o . .
Gov. to Willis Sanders,
Survivors include four annual Vacation Bible School delegation behind Ford. "We t
hat solidarity, Reagan and Meldrim Thomson of m
ailed
Route One, Murray.
sisters, Mrs. Henry Lee Jones starting Monday, August 2, picked up more people .. and backers said. 
New Hampshire.
of Murray Route One, Mrs. and continuing through Wednesday there will be
John Parchman and Mrs. Friday, August 5. announcements
Charles Calhoun of Mayfieht-----Classes for nursery through do it," he said.
of enough to Reactions Mixedin State
 .
and Mrs. Era Bell Suiter of adults will be held each White House officials also - iGraves County; two brothers, evening from 7:00 to 0 in00 p.m. dicated they expected an On Reagar4.--Choce Of Veep
Robert Lee Easley of Murray On Friday at 6:00 p.m. announcement today about . -
Route One and Ernest Easley dinner will be served by the the Mississippi delegation. FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — said. 'Anita Gugenheim of choice of Schweiker.
of East Prairie, Mo.; several men of the church. Awards If Ford captures the state's A newspaper survey indicates Marion, officially un- "I think this will assure him
nieces and nephews. will be given at the closing 30 uncommitted votes, he that Ronald Reagan has lost committed but who had been (Reagan) the nomination on
The Roberts Funeral Home session on Friday. would be within five delegates the backing of at least four i •eaning toward Reagan. the first ballot, because it will
of Mayfield will have charge The public is invited to of the 1,130 he needs for the Kentucky Republican - Elain • e Parsley of Brown- strengthen Reagan in the
of the arrangements which attend, a church spokesman nomination at the Kansas City delegates while picking up two wa • le, however, said that she northeast," said Olney Owen,
are now incomplete. said. convention next month. others as a result of his vice was even more behind Reagan Reagan's state campaign
D ,... d.....1,..,,A:,.... ...t O..... __-...,....--•,..1_...1..._.:__ . . . ... .
CTK did not mention sun
vivors, and it was feared there
would be few if any.
The news agency in its
domestic service said it
received the crash report
from the Communist party
Central Committee.
• Observers said the Central
Committee's concern with the
crash indicated a major death
toll or that a top party official
may have been aboard. _
CTK said only that rescue
operations were being carried
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Lvcct6ala a-VIVI...Lit/1i v. ocii. pl-CSIUCIILlill OCIet:L101-1. because "it looks like he manager.
Richard Schweiker for vice The Frankfort State-Journal knows what he is doing." "Aitotally meaningless
president did shake a bare polled 16 delegates either Kentucky's 37 delegates, gesture," said Hal Rogers,
handful of Pennsylvania committed to Reagan or of- split 19-18 in Ford's favor as Ford's state campaign
delegates — previously ficially uncorrunited after the result of the May 25 director. "If you don't have
counted as Ford backers — Reagan's announcement primary, are free to vote their the nomination, the offer of a
into the uncommitted rdhks. Monday that, if nominated for preference after the first second spot doesn't mean
But those switches ;were the presidency, he would ballot. Polls indicate that much."
partially offset by an un- select Sen. Richard Sch- Reagan would enjo4r up to a 28- , State Republican Chairman
committed South Carolina weiker, R-Pa., as his 9 margin after the first ballot. Lee Nunn, who is supposed to
delegate coming out for Ford runningmate. On the GOP leadership be neutral, nonetheless said
and one Reagan delegate from A number of those delegates - level, the Ford and Reagan that the move "smacks of
Colorado saying he is now contacted seemed dissatisfied spokesmen expressed desperation politics" and
uncommitted. by the conservative Reagan's predictable opinions on the could cost the former
Ford now has 1,095 choice of Schweiker, a liberal. California governor some of
delegatils legally bound and "I'm not happy with the Hog Market his strength witd GOP con-
publicly committed to him, choice and it might affect my servatives.
Federal State Martel News Service July 
 _ 0
while Reagan has 1,024, the position later on," said Ed 28,1976
continuing Associated Press Thurmond of Murray,- who Kentucky




Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 357.2,delegate survey shows. The had earlier indicated his Receipts. Act 667 Fystirtg350 Barrows &
remaining 141 are un- preference for Reagan. Gibs .25-most1y .50 lower Sows steady- 
no change.
weak Below dam 301.6, up 0.1.committed. "It's not going to help a US 1-2200-230 lbs 145.50-46.00
The first thrust of Ford's whole lot," said state Rep. t3's1.-41 2,2:Zits. 145.0045.50 Ba
rkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
144.25-45.00 up 01 .
counterattack was en- Willard Allen, R-Morgantown, us 3-4 sioaso las W.25-44.25
dorsement by former Texas another Reagan backer. soils Below dam 304,4, down 2.5.
US 1-2 270-350 Ihe P7.00-37.50 Sunset 8:08. Sunrise 5:58.Gov. John Connally, long a "I guess I'm about even Lis 1-3 300.500 flys 8360047.00
favorite of many Reagan now" in the choice between lijss;_15°"6° 300-500 111,3.,'3 
tV.06.36.1:0 Moon sets 8:19 p.m., rises
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — that Miss Hearst would ap-
William and Emily Harris, by pear.
resting their case without "Our view of the case is that
calling a witness, have we've been winning it while
blocked their former un- the prosecution presented
de rground c om pani oji ,'evidence," he said. -There
Patricia Hearst, from was nothing more for Bill and
testifying against them., Emily to add. Patricia Hearst
The move was the second as a rebuttal witness probably
major surprise of Tuesday's would have helped us."
court sesion, and it means the He said jurors might not,
Harrises' fate will probably be believe her because they
placed in the hands of jurors would remember testimony
by the end of the week. that she fired a machine gun
The Harrises' lawyer denied outside a sporting goods store
that the move was intended to after Harris ran into trouble
block Miss Hearst's over a shoplifting on May 16,
testimony, but that was its 1974. She and the Harrises
effect nevertheless, were allegedly trying to flee at
The day's first big surprise. the .tinrie, and it was in. their
was.... a prosecutioa au- attempts to escape -that two-
nouncertent that' Miss Hearst cars were allegedly corn-
would turn state's evidence mandeered and the two
against her former fugitive alleged kidnapings took place.'
traveling companions. She is a "Seeing the person who
codefendant with them oa fired the weapon talking
kidnaping, robbery and against her comrades whom
assault charges, but-willAie she almost sholzjugst,not be a
tried separately. very pleasant or atteptable
The prosecutor said Miss sight for the jury," Weinglass
Hearst, already convicted in a said.
San Francisco bank robbery Prosecution witnesses said
case, had offered to testify Miss Hearst fired so wildly she
without immunity and that he could have hit anyone,
planned to call her as a including the Harrises.
rebuttal witness. When she was tried in San
' put minutes after the Francisco on bank robbery
prosecution rested, Harris charges last winter, Miss
rose to tell the jury, "In light Hearst testified she fired at
of the state of the prosecutiun the sporting goods store in a
case and in light of the court's "reflex action" drilled into
rulings, I will present no her by the Harrises and the
opening statement and I rest Symbionese Liberation Army.
my case." That jury convicted her on
"Like Bill, I do the same,," March 213.
Mrs. Harris said., "I rest thy,, Miss Hearst's offer to testify
case." ..i‘me just one day after a brief
Both defendants glanced court appearance in which she
toward the rear of the cour- won postponement of her trial
troom, where Harris' parents here to gan., 10. She is un-
and sister sat. dergoing tests at a federal
Leonard Weinglass, the prison in San Diego.
chief defense attorney, told
reporters liter that the
prosecution case was too weak
to answer, and that the
Harrises' strategy was not






That's the way It Is`
during rush hour. Four
times as many empty
seats in cars as full /nes.
Think about that while





public service of this newspaper,
The U.S Department of Transportation
and The Adverting Counct
CROP TOUR — foe Pat Cireaway and County Agent Ted Howard inspect a field to
be induded on the Purchase Area Crop Tour Thursday. The tour will be at ten a. m. on
the Skip Neale and Joe Pat Callaway Farm. The tour will begin at the Carraway farm on
the Neale Road. Staff Photo by David
spectin Bafidnapping Has
Left Behind Trail Of Gun Deals
SAN LEANDRO, Calif.
(AP) — James L. Schoenfeld,
wanted in the Chowchilla
mass kidnaping, has left
behind him a trail of gun deals
and aborted attempts to reach
Canada, officials say.
But the most painful fact for
the authorities is that the trail
is already a week old.
Schoenfeld and another
suspect, Frederick N. Woods
IV, continue to elude officers
despite the new clues, and
despite a much-publicized
manhunt for thert. They are




last Friday and is scheduled to
be arraigned Thursday. All
three, sons of wealthy San
Francisco Peninsula families,
are wanted in connection with
Darren Lamb, age eight, holds the large head of cab-
bage, weighing fifteen pounds and measuring 37% in-
ches around, which was grown in the garden of his gran-
dparents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Stone. Darren is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robby Lamb.
_Hundreds,OfFairs
Prewashed Denim Jeans
From Minnens Current-Jon Stoik
Reg. 516 to '19
Sizes 3-15, 6-16
Juniors to Misses
Minnens Murray - Be! Air Center - Open Nights 8 Sundays
P7 ANTFRS
the kidnaping of a busload of
26 school children and their
school bus driver July 15.
After a day,' the captives
escaped from a crude un-
derground prison in a
Livermore, Calif., rock
quarry owned by Wood?
father.
Investigators say
Schoenfeld was seen in the
Pacific Northwest at gun and
pawn shops and at border
check points a few days after
the kidnaping. 'For Woods,
however, there are, no con-
firmed sightings.
The investigation has been
headed by -the Alameda
County Sheriff's office in San
Leandro, 30 miles north of
Livermore.
According to the confirmed
sightings, James Schoenfeld
first headed north and then
veered east at the Canadian




Schoenfeld planned to make a
third attempt at crossing into
Canada.
The PBI saiti a man fitting
Schoenfeld's description told a
Water,loo, Ind., barber on
Tuesday that he would try to
enter Canada through Port
Huron, Mich., 150 miles north
of Waterloo. The FBI alerted
customs officials in Michigan.
The FBI said they itve
received numerous un-
confirmed sightings of the two
fugitives from all over the
country.
In reports Tuesday; the
Fresno Bee and the
Sacramento Bee quoted in:
vestigators as saying they
. wanted to quest)on three
women who may be linked to
the kidnaping. One was
identified as a "close friend"
of Woods.
The newspapers quoted an
unidentified source as saying
one of the women was directly
linked to the two vans used to
transport the kidnap victims
100 miles from Chowchilla in
Madera County to the
Livermore rock quarry.
Charles Bates, FBI agent in
charge in San Francisco, said
he did not know of any women
involved in the mass ab-
duction.
FPC's Natural Gas Price Hike
Faces Challenge From Consumers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Power Commission's
new $1.5-billion increase in the
nation's gas bill faces im-
mediate challenge from
consumer advocates,- who call
it too high and too hasty.
Energy Action, a consumer
organization, planned to ask
the commission and the U.S.
Court of Appeals not only for
reconsideration of the rate
hike, but also to stop it from
taking effect in the meantime.
The FPC announced- -on
Tuesday it was increasing the
nationwide ceiling prices for
natural gas in sales by
producers to interstate
pipelines. The impact of the
rate hike on natural gas
consumers was expected to
vary according to weather,
distance from gas-producing
areas and other factors.
However, the average annual
residential gas bill would go
up 6 per cent or $15.60, ac-
cording to some estimates.
Following the FPC decision,
Energy Action said it plans to
appeal and said other con-
sumer groups and some state
regulators may join it. ,
Already in their favilir is the
dissenting °pupal.' of FPC
commissioner-'bon S. Smith
who said the new ceiling price
schedule is too high and is not
justified by the cost of
producing gas.
Tom Girard, a spokesman
for Energy Action, said his
- group also objected to the FCC
procedure in reaching the
decision and to the absence of
any requirement that gas
producers reinvest the
proceeds of the higher rates to
search for new gas supplies.
The need for more incentives
to develop new gas resources
is one of the main
justifications for the increase.
The FPC action was praised
by the American Gas
Association, a trade
organization of gas pipeline
companies, which said "the
new higher prices will help
some and, we hope, sub-
stantially."
But the AGA said it is still
necessary to remove federal
regulation entirely from in- ,
terstate natural gas sales.
The FPC does not regulate-
ga,s1prices at.. the consumer
level, in general, but regulates
the prices paid by interstate
pipelines to the gas producers
for gas to be sold outside the
state of origin.
Gas sold inside the state
where it • is produced(r
"intrastate gas," is not
subject to FPC regulation.
While the FPC has
• maintained a, ceiling price of
52 cents per thousand cubic
feet on gas brought into the
interstate market since Jan. 1,
1973, unregulated gas sold on
the intrastate market recently
has commanded an average of
$1.55 per thousand cubic feet.
One affect --of- AhLs- Axixe
difference has been to en-
courage intrastate gas sales,
which might deprive in-
terstate pipelines, distant
states and then- gas con-
sumers of needed supplies. -
To make interstate pipelines
more competitive for
available gas supplies, the
FPC authorized a new
national ceiling price of $1.42
per thousand cubic feet in
_Tuesday's decision, with
ati4itional increases of one
cent ityry three months.
This ?hasirimum applies to
the newest gas supplies,
brought into the market after
Dec. 31, 1974. Gas supplies
dating to 1973 and 1974 were
assigned a new price ceiling of
$1.01 per thousand cubic feet.
- The Murray
Ledger & Times
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U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE
Rump Roast 



























U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
Cube Steaks FAMILY PAL
lUtOGER JUMBO





Pork Loin    $1381.11.
FAMILY PAL 3 TO 5 LIS.
$129Pork Steaks 
MORRELL Olt KING COTTON
Wieners  "pg 89c
SERVE PI SAVE

















The Kroger Price Patrol Report is a
bonafide price check of the leading
food stores in the area, with the ac-
tual report sheets on display for
your inspection any time at your
.Kroger Store. The proof is there!
KROGER SHOPPERS SAVE MORE!
SECRET SPRAY4 0




WATEAF E LON22 Lb.
Many Extra Large Honeydew
'Fresh Fruits & Last Year's Price 51.19






























First Of Season California
Bartlett Pears
FRESH YELLOW Southern
Sweet Corn ..5 EARS 69c Red Peaches •LB. 39c
BELL PEPPERS, GREEN ONIONS OR de 4 RED PLUMS OR
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RUSSET IS Lla.$ I 58
POTATOES Bag dlb
MO this coupon limit one Good through Aug. 3rd.
`Cone
WORTH 10c CASH
towards the purchase of hall gal.
FRESH ORANGE JUICE
Limit one. Good through Aug. 3rd. Proftwe Dept. only.
'




With this coupon and $1010 purchase, excluding
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost
of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable
taxes. limit one. Good through Tuesday, AugustA
3rd.
WORTH 29c CASH
towels the purchase of SI 00 or wore
KROGER SPICES















look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your MI tlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Ir•rA
Avoid confusion through
proper preplanning. Weigh well
must render a decision.
TAURUS
(Apr 21 to May 21) tik4i 13P.
Some planetary restrictions.
Watch for irritating situations
and bridge them amicably and
with unbiased opinion. Move
briskly into productive areas.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You can not only make the
grade, but add some new zest to
your routine. Shape your en-
deavors to meet demands and
you should have a profitable
day.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Curb impulsiveness and make
no hasty decisions. Stellar in-




(July 24 to Aug. 23) /244a
What you feel is a certainty
could be mere wishful thinkinei.
Better take a second look and
change plans if necessary.
•( Aug.\24 to Sept. 23) liP‘411
Good aspects. Late afternoon
could bring unexpectedly
gratifying support from
superiors and associates —
which should boost your morale
considerably.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Shun breakneck speed, but
neither delay nor be tardy in
action. Both extremes, aria
others, must be curbed. Group
interest., partnerships favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) IneetS
Put past doubts, disap-
pointments behind you; they
only pat limits on future suc-
cess. Stress your versatility;
you could now add the twist that
boosts projects te success.
_SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to DeC. 21) al
This may not be a spectacular
day, but It offers some gains
and much pleasure. Start with
the will to make it better than
ever and you will be happy.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22`to Jan. 20) /4
Analyses, conjectures,
decisions must be given plenty
of time in order to prevert
errors. Be alert.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ...411
It may not be easy to ap-
preciate all suggestions and
directives but, with all your
strength and self-confidence,
back those you know to be
timely and well thought-out.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A good spot for your intuitive
.forces, your ingenuity, alert-
ness and inventiveness. Do use
them for sound purposes.
YOU BORN TODAY have the
innate gift of leadership and the
kind of personal magnetism
which causes people to follow in
your lead -- almost blindly, at
times. However, you tend to
become autocratic, unable to
tolerate coercion or in-
terference of any kind — a trait
which alienates many who
otherwise could be counted
upon for lifelong friendship. To
attain ysiu- fullest potentlell, it
is necessary that you learn to
adapt to less gifted associates,
to achieve, if you will, a little
more humility. Your versatility
is remarkable and you could
succeed in almost any field 'of
your choosing, whether it be
professional, business or ar-
tistic. Many great statesmen,
actors, writers, executives and
painters have been Leo-born.
You are a whiz at finances, but
tend to spend lavishly, since you
are extremely fond of luxuries.
Birthdate of: Booth Tarkington,
Amer. novelist; Dag Hammer-
skjold, Swed. statesman.
LARGEST TURTLE
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
world's largest turtle, whose
fossils were discovered in Vene-
zuela in 1972, had shells of over
seven feet when they roamed
the earth — about five or six
million years ago.
Paleontologist Roger C. Wood
named his discovery Stupende-
mys geographicus and said
they may have measured 11
feet from nose to tail and
weighed three tons. The 34-
year-old staff member of Stock-
ton State College in Pomona,
N.J. believes they • may have
been marine turtles, but noted
they had leg and neck tones
that were completely unique.
Wood's two specimens meas-
ure 7 feet 2 inches and 7 feet
inches. The larger shell was
found in fragments, while the
smaller one was almost com-
pletely intact. It is now on dis-
play at the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard
University.
1115...}.1.11
Knit tops make great Sporty Partners






Put your confidence in high








The perfect casual shirt for back-to-school A
variety of styles in fresh, crisp-looking
polyester, cotton blends. Long sleeves for
those cool autumn days. Sizes 8 tu 18
A perfect partner for the knit shirts. He will feel
great from roll call to recess in 100% cotton





Look good arid feel great in these casual knit
shirts. Many long sleeve styles in a variety of
handsome colors Made of easy care polyester,
cotton blends in sizes S to XL.
A new appearance without a whole new outfit. An
appearaoce you can afford - knit tops in many lovely
solid colors. Choose mock turtle necks, turtle
necks, V-necks, or skivvy necks with short sleeves.





2 riOur1,094, VAT" CIE.'''.
Have you heard about the great Lucite •
Truckload Sale? Whether you're painting
now or waiting til fall, now's the time to
buy the paint. Come in today to compare
prices. Pick up your free CB glossary It's
a fun look at the truckers' world
COOS.E.
Save BIG on the
Good Stuff . . .
PAINTS by LUCITE
WALL PAINT 999
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KM'S ADVERTISING
MERCHASOME poycY
611. 0111•6 POWs II 0. 1.01. ON,
••••••••• *DEL I 1.6 moo
'NMI= OM 110.111111011
doe 16 mil U 16m6i Nam •
IWO Om. 4.4.061 416. or lie woo
• p...•••• 11••••••••••• Om 11010
• 10110 1.• 4.6.14•411.• 6.14.111.
.464.4.1118 166
rim I
h. im.146101 111•11.• 111,
.6 1.41.66.01. •••••••••
AOMIM 1,10111111 STONES. INC
Only three days left . . .
20% OFF
all ladies' coats
Every lady's coat is reduced 20% and
just 20% down will hold the coat of your
choice til Oct. 1 Hurry, while the selec-
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Boundary Oak Dying At
Lincoln's Birthplace
HODGENVILLE, Ky. AP)
— The bicentennial month of
July is, in at least one way, a
sad one for officials at the
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
National Historical Site near
here.
The last of the green foilage
on a 400-year-old white oak
tree 7- reputed to be the last
thing in the park alive
when Lincoln was born in 1809
— have just recently turned
brown.
The tree — known as the
Boundary Oak — is dying.
"We don't hold out much
hope for any new foilage,"
Supt. Nick Eason says. -It
may well already be dead.
But, even if not, it's just a
matter of time."
The Boundary Oak got its
name by being a boundary
marker on Thomas Lincoln's
00-acre Sinking Spring farm
at. the time Abraham Lincoln
'as 1315rn.
Eason says the tree has
been one of the key features at
the park bitt.t,hat. a succession
of park servift. aqd private
tree surgeons Itsike been
unable to halt its derniSes:,,,,
- Among the - factors
tributing to its decline for the
past few years, he said, have
been old age, storm damage
and recent attacks by bark
beetles — the latter in spite of
preventative treatments.
Yet another reason, he said,
is that the tree is located in a
draining area. "Some fairly
large amounts of water have
swept throats there after
storms and sucir," Eason said.
''Unfortunately, white oaks
are quite susceptible to that
kind of thing," he added.
The trunk of the tree
measures six feet in diameter
and "at its prime stood 90 feet
high with a crown diameter of
115 feet," said Eason,
However, "several of the
upper limbs have been pruned
recently in an effort to save
the tree," Eason said.
Officials still hope to keep
the tree in use as a special
feature of the park site,
possibly through some
preservative work on the
trunk and remaining limbs.
"As to what method we'll
use, I don't know. We're going
to have to conduct some
further studies," said Eason.
Pharmacies Reclitirci To Post
Signs Under New Legislation
FRANKFORT, Ky.—All
pharmacies in Kentucky are
now required; by an act of the
1976 legislature"' post a sign
at their prescriMbn counters
notifying consumers of a new
law that could mean a sub-
stantial savings on the cost of
prescription medicines.
"This pharmacy is required
to dispense the lowest priced
generic drug which is
therapeutically equivalent to
the one prescribed by your
doctor unless you or your
doctor do not approve," reads
the sign.
To insure that a buyer is not
receiving an inferior quality
product, the Department for
Human Resources' Kentucky
Drug Formulary Council has
-clearly defined the words
"therapeutically equivalent."
Under the law, "Two or
more drug products of the
same dosage form containing
the same active ingredients
and which provide a similar
beneficial therapeutic
response" fit the definition.
A drug _ manufacturer or







half. And make the




A public service of this newspaper,
TheU S Department of Transportation
and The Advertismo Counci)
Drug Formulary Couneil to
get a generic drug on*. list of
equivalent products. "Iere
are currently 920 drug
products listed by the Drug
Formulary and affected ‘ty
the new law. The council and
its consultants evaluate any
generic drugs petitioned by
their manufacturers to be
included on the list as being
therapeutically equivalent to
others with the same active
ingredients. Each pharmacist
receives the list of equivalent
drugs.
Certain families of drugs
were excluded from the listing
because it was determined by
the council that these should
not be interchanged. Some
medications for heart patients
are among those excluded.
The council's consultants
first check the chemical
makeup of the drug and check
to make sure it is approved by
the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and other
regulating agencies. Before
any generic drug reaches the
Drug Formulary list, it must
meet exacting specifications.
What this means to the
consumer is that among the
prescription drugs listed;
there are some that are more
expensive than others
although they have the same
active ingredients, and the
druggist is now required to
give his patrons the lowest
priced of the various
equivalents he has in stock.
The only exception to this rule
is when a consumer or his
doctor object. The law allows
a physician to choose a par-
ticular brand of a generic drug
and mark a prescription "Do
Not Substitute." The con-
sumer may make the same
request when purchasing from
his druggist.
At a recent auction in New
York, collectors paid $800 for a
20-shining note printed by New
Hampshire in 1775 and $380 for
a $2 bill issued by Virginia in
1781, During the Revolutionary
War, these notes were wort4i-
liliti.'
To have your best FLORIDA VACATION
r fv
vggeitionv dive, of Florida
P0 Box 951, Clermont, Fla, 32711





City State, Zip 
Big Family rdlas for the price of a motel room
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
in Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the fun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,













































SLICED.. . LB. 73

























CREAM PUFFSLARGE.. 2FoR 29'
MADE FRESH DAILY — LARGE
GLAZED DONUTS
KING'S PRIDE




CALL AHEAD AND PLACE ORDER

















































BEANEE WEENE.8 oz.. . 3/$ 1
BIG CHIEF
89






















C:AT FOOD is oz 4/69 c
WAGNER'S
ORANGE

























Over the yeap the Social
Security Administration's
philosophy of service to the
public has been based on in-
-dividual needs and individual
"capabilities.
In the early years of the
program, this concept of
personalized service meant
face-to-face contact. It was
felt that the best way to give a
person the best service On ay
social security matter was to
have him right there in front
of you. But the reliance on
face-to-face contact has
changed somewhat. Now the
emphasis is on "teleser-
vice"--taking care of business
by telephone rather than an
office visit.
The reasons for teleservice
are numerous. First of all,
most social security business
can now be handled by
telephone. Second, the in-
crease in the district office
workload—from Medicare in
1966 to the Supplemental
Security Income Program
(SSI) in 1974 and 16 major
amendments in bet-
ween—may make waiting
time in the social security
office discouragingly long for
some people. And third, it just
makes good sense to take
advantage of the latest in
communications technology to
do the job necessary to get
monthly checks to about 38
million people.
Teleservice is also the
logical extension of a
philosophy of service based on
individual needs. This concept
was labeled "tailored ser-
vice" shortly after the
massive Medicare enrollment
experience, when it became
apparent that not everybody
waiting in the social security
offices needed to—or even
wanted to—be there.
Essentially, tailored service
means that a person should be
given the opportunity to take
care of his social security
business in the manner most
suited to his situation and
needs—by phone, by mail, or
at the social security office,
whichever is most convenient.
At the same time, telephone
and mall services were ex-
panded, as procedures and
forms were streamlined and
simplified for telephone and
home use. Today almost any
social security matter can be
handled by telephone, by mail,
or a combination of both.
So what does all this mean to
you when you have a social
security problem? The answer
obviously L0, to call first. Find
out what you need to do and
the best way to do it.
Teleservice works only for
those who take the time to use
it. •
Take, for example, three
people with a similar
problem—reporting the death
of a dependent spouse who
was receiving benefits.
Claimant Number 1 decides to
drop in on the social security,
office during lunchtime
because it's within walking
distance. He ends up waiting
an hour and a half because a
lot of people had the same idea
at the same time.
Claimant Number 2 calls the
social security office and
takes care of the matter by
phone.
Claimant Number 3 calla
first. He wants to report his
wife's death but he also needs
to know how to cash the
combined check he just
received with his wife's name
on it as co-payee. He is told
that he should stop at any
social security office to have it
superindorsed by a social
security representative so he
can cash the check. He is also
given the address of the office
nearest him and told the time
of day that business is usually
light.
If you must come to the
office, the best time is
generally the last part of the
week during the second half of
the month. But remember, the
best service we can give you is
that service that is best for
you. Call first. The telephone
number in Paducah is 443-
7506. The telephone number in
Mayfield is 247-8095. Persons
living in the Paducah and
Mayfield areas may call their
respective office station-to-
station collect through their
local operator.
FIRES RAVAGE
Forest fires in northern
Minnesota destroyed six
towns with a loss of 4130 lives
on Oct. 9, 1910.
KING SLAIN
King Alexander of Yugo-
slavia, on a state visit to
France, was assassinated
Oct. 9, 1934, by a terrorist'
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Field Service Gives Better Education
To- Students In Health Sciences Areas
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
In the past two years, hun-
dreds of Kentucky students in
the health sciences have spent
brief periods away from their
schools, teaching hospitals,
classrooms and laboratories
working with professionals in
rural areas of the staLe.
Medical students - hive
worked with doctors, dental






Education System has allowed
students in more than a score
of fields, from nursing to
ractiologic technology and
from speech and hearing to
nutrition and dietetics, to get
experience in the types of
work they will do after school.
Since the General Assembly
appropriated money for the
program in 1974, 821 students
have taken part, according to
Dr. Elisabeth Zinser, the
assistant coordinator.
Dr. Zinser's figures indicate
that if the weeks those
students have spent in the
program were added together
they would total 5,188.
The program not only gives
students a better education,
Dr. Zinser said recently, but is
a valuable way of making
more medical help available
to people in areas where such
skills are spread thin.,
-The primary purpose of
the program is educational,"
Dr. Zinser said. "It gives
students in medicine, den-
tistry, pharmacy, nursing and
other areas an opportunity to
go out and have some kind of
clinical experience during
their training.
"But also, we try to place
students in or near coin-
munities where there is a
manpower shortage," she
said.
So residents in an area
where there are few doctors
may find themselves being
treated for not too drastic
ailments by a medical student
under a doctor's supervision.
In an area short of physical
therapists, a physical therapy
student can help otit with some
cases. A hard-pressed nurse
can show a nursing student
bow to perform various tasks.
4 - This aids the local health
professionals and also gives
the students experience in a
"rural setting which
traditionally students have
had very little exposure to,"
Dr. Zinser said.
"It's a more complete
experience than they can get
in a university setting," she
said. "They learn how to take
care of patients' common
problems — such as upper
- -respiratory problems or ear
problems.
"It doesn't sound very
exotic, but it's much closer to
what their experience will be
when they get in practice.
"They get a chance to see
patients and their families in a
home environment more
easily when they are in a
small community. It's more
like what they'll be doing
'when they're in practice," she
said.
Also, she said, the Area
Health Education System is
seen as one way of trying to
get more health service
professionals to practice in
rural areas.
Doctors, dentists, nurses,
physical therapists and the
rest are far more heavily
concentrated in Kentucky in
major cities such as
Dr. Zinser said that while
about 53 per .cent of the people
in the state live in rural areas,
only about 34 per cent of the
state's physicians practice
outside the cities.
"Our hope is that having
placed students in rural areas,
some may be likely to go back
to rural areas to practice/'
she said.
Some people say they wound
like to live in a small com-
munity, but they are afraid to
be isolated, she said. "They're
afraid they wouldn't get good
continuing education or that
the hospital would be too small
and would not have the type of
serviees they would want.
"But a lot o! students who
gel out into these areas get
these stereotypes broken
down," she said.
If a student comes back to
the University of Kentucky or
the University of Louisville or
one of the other participating
schools having decided rural
work is out of the question,
"that's a success, too," Dr.
Zinser said.
"They've found out. It's
good career testing. They
didn't wait until they got
through four more years of
residency to find out they
didn't want that kind of
work," she said.
Ideas for the system's
community projetts originate
either in the communities
themselves or in the par-
ticippting colleges and
universities throughout the
state, and final approval
comes from the Health
Sciences Advisory Com-
mittee, which includes state
health and education officials
and medical school offirinis
The 1974 General Assembly
allocated $3.8 million to set up
the program and operate it tor
the first two years, and the
1976 legislature has set aside
$4.2 million for the next two
years, Dr. Zinser said.
When the program started
in 1974, there was enough
money to fund all the projects
proposed, she said.
The money goes to pay
expenses incurred by the
students in living away from
their schools for periods
ranging from a few weeks to
as long as four months, and to
pay any school faculty
members who spend large
amounts of time on the
program.
"Now that the program has
bees going for twoeyears, it's
become visible, and we're
having all kinds of projects
come in," Dr. Zinser said.
"We have more coming in
than we have money budgeted
for."
This fiscal year, she said,
proposed budgets of some of
the projects may have to be
cut, "and next year we may
have to make some hard
decisions and not fund snme of
the projects.
"We don't need a larger
budget," she added. "Our
budget is great for doing our
job. We just have to be
selective. We're in a position
where we can take the best."
'Lost John To Be Moved
From Mammoth Cave Display
MAMMOTH CAVE
NATIONAL PARK (Al') —
"Lost John," a 2,000-year-old
Adena Indian "mummy"
discovered in 1936 by guides
exploring a remote section of
the cave, will no longer greet
visitors who travel the un-
derground paths.
Steve Smith, chief park
interpreter, said "Lost John"
has now been moved to a
section of the cave where the
public is not allowed and has
been replaced by printed
exhibits.
"Lost John" is not actually
a "mummy" in the sense of
being artificially preserved,
Smith said. "Actually, he was
found under a large boulder
which apparently fell and
killed him, possibly while he
was scraping gypsum."
The stable temperatures
and humidity in the cave
provided a naturalpreser-
vative environment:If said.
The Adena Indian culture
existed primarily during the
"woodland phase" of the
area's history from about
1,000 B.C. to 900 A.D., Smith
said.
Carbon-dating of some
materials found with "Lost
John" have set his age at
about 2,000 years. He had been
on display for almost 40 years
when, in 1975, a new National
Park Service management
policy handbook directed local
officials at all national parks
to avoid the display of skeletal
and mummified remains
unless there was no alter-




began developing the printed
exhibits which replaced "Lost
John" in early May.
Smith said it was his un-
derstanding that the national
policy had been developed as a




about such displays in °the*
parks.
However, he said, Mam-
moth Cave officials had not
received any complaints
about "Lost John" from any
group. "We never heard
anything derogatory. We're
just following policy," he said.
SCHOOL REPLICA
MESA, Ariz. ( AP) — Stu-
dents from Mesa Central High
School are constructing a repli-
ca of Mesa's first school house
built in 1880 — a 20-by-30-foot
building of sun-dried adobe




class teacher at Mesa Central,
said his students are gaining a
lot of experience pouring foot-
ings and laying the adobe
tricks which eventually will be
Sprayed with silicon to protect








•Plenty of Free !Irking
*Open Daily 10-6 p. r.
Illustrations Enlarged





WASHINGTON ' (AP) — Na-
tional political cOnventions are
ordeals the first six presidents
of the United States did not
have to go through.
George Washington, John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison, James Monroe
and -John Quincy Adams were
all chosen by party caucus, a
system that was changed in
1832 when party leaders refused
to nominate Andrew Jackson at
candidate for the then Demo-
cratic-Republican Party.
Three-time Democratic presi-
dential nominee, William Jen-
nings Bryan, had this to say
about conventions: "The con-
vention is, in a way, a photo-
graph of the nation. All the
great forces that exert a poten-
tial influence in our country are
here in person or by proxy ..."
World Records
NEW YORK (AP) — The
world's biggest hamburger, the
most expensive shoes and the
longest apple peel are among
the exhibits at the recently.
opened Guinness World
Records Exhibit Hall in the
Empire State Building.
Most of the hall will be de-
voted to displays dealing with
human stunts and achieve-
ments and sports and games —
the most popular Guinness cat-
egory. There—will also be
graphic representations of
records from nature, space, sci-
ence, the animal and plant
kingdoms, arts and entertain-
ment and the mechanical
world. Displays will change as
new records are set:
The exhibits were create4 by
Norris McWhirter, co-authok-ot
'The Guinness Book Qt_WorIT'-
Records."
-
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Why? People are finding out how
tare with our everyoey low discount prescription
Woes W• combine courteows pommel ItilfYie• With
low priors, and our customers like that. Why not giVill .
In a chinos to prioe your nest prescsipaon? Thee
Ellybe drat Wait ill find out the reason our pre-



























WELL AS WHAT... TO BUY
Call 753-1919
If the phone doesn't ring, could
be that not enough people know
yoU're there. When you've got a'
service to sell, you con count on
newspaper advettising to make
that phone ring ... and ring.
and ring ... because newspaper
advertising really gets the mes-
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-re
from the pulpit, before congregations
from Hazard and Pikeville to Baskett and
. Paducah. -
What is -Can -oil Hubbard Jr., congress-
man from Kentucky's 1st District less
than two years, up to as he doggedly
traipses far beyond his own precincts on
a schedule that might leave others frayed
at the edges? •
Why does bertha it? When, with all the
travel, does he find time to legislate and
tend to the affairs of the 1st District?
The common answer, among politicians
litre and in Kentucky, is that Hubbard's
ambition is readily apparent: He is using
his congressional seat and the powers
that go with it as a launch pad for a gu-
berpatorial campaign at home in 1979. -theast. Up to Louisville, down to-- Hubbard does 'little to disabuse thosethtown, west to_ Henderson and.._.. notions. He let the cat out of -the bagOwensbeeo. , _ himself months ago, when he said in_ Ash-
t Back ,iuisville, back and forth. land—some 300 miles from his district—across the ma -go the lines, linking large that he was "considering" running forplace with smelt-pi:ice, and every one governor when Julian Carroll's term ex-a stop on the increasingly peripatetic pires.
travel itinerary of Rep. Carroll Hubbard, He fueled the speculative fires again
Jr. - .- .. in the spring as he announced his can-The stops are interesting, hazel Meet- didacy for re-election (he had no prima-ings with constituents, weddings, ,.1-e- ry oeposition, and he faces only tokenceptioes, commencement addresses,eltepublican opposition in November t,Speeches to'attorneys, cour.t elerks, soil 'snotipg that his gubernatorial future hadconservationists, soldiers and veterans," beeif"-the subject of talk around thedruggists, doctors, future farmers, senior state. -e,-Citizens. - Even ttie 'General Assembly, in which'And churches—since mid-May he has he previously served as a state senator,made at least 18 appearances at chureh- got into his act. _Ile so-called "Carrollrelated events, usually as guest speaker Hubbard Ripper bfill" lageame state law,
, r ••
,
What Makes Hiaoard RiArAncHtun-T-Governorship?
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
story is reprinted from the Monday,
July 26 issu# of the Louisville Courier-
Journal.
, By WARD sINCLAIR
•Cotionar•Javrtkal Staff writer
WASHINGTON — On a map of Ken-
tucky, when connecting lines are drawn
from one town to another, it _begins to
. take on the appearance of what might
loosely be called "a plan."
The lines go from Pikeville in the east
to Wickliffe in the west. From Bowling
Green in the south to Corbin in the
prohibiting an elected official from teat--
leering campaigp• money to run for an-
oMer, office. ,
The Hubbard allusion was to the fund
that he has raised for his congressional
rerun (more then $50.000 so far) and the
belief of some that the money might go
to a gubernatorial campaign. Hubbard
said the state law can't apply to him in
any case because he's a federal official.
For now, Hubbard won't talk in an •
kind of detail about his -future beyond
his term of Congress. But clearly he is
enjoying the attention and finding plea-
sure in the consternation that his hyper-
activity has created among many main-
stream Democrats.
Hubbard thinks the General Assem-
bly's action and the speculation last win-
ter that Gov. Carroll wanted to field a
candidate of his own against Hubbard in
the congressional primary have made
him a recipient of public sympathy.
"The finance thing was a dropping'
from the executive branch . . . some of
my friends voted for it because it was
handed up from the first floor (the gov-
ernor's Office)," he said the other day.
''It had the result of me being invited
to many more place's in Kentucky. The
public resents people in power who slap
at those who are not thee to defend
themselves."
The congressman 'said he finds
"hard to explain" why—if it is so—that
the governor holds him in antipathy. "In
1971 and 1975, I was strongly for Gov.
Federal Income Tax Checks Waiting For Some In State
LOUISVILLE—A total of
1,942 Kentucky taxpayers
have an average $300 un-
delivered Federal income tax
refund check waiting for them
at the Internal Revenue
mamma,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
reeSiobsived :Moir b 
who 
ilminct
delivered copy if The
Alarm Lodger & Times by
3:30 p.m. Mostay-fritiry Sr
Irf 3:30 p.m. ea isteribeys
ere urged te eall 753-1114
berm** 5:30 p.n. Nod
Merwitry-Fridey, sr
3:30 p.a. old 4 p.m. Seder-
Arra, to insier• delivery of
tbe newspaper. Cab meet
be pieced by pa. week-
&Ay, or 4 pas. Saturdays to
g sersirteit delivery.
Service.
Taxpayers who expect a
refund check, but haven't
received it yet, should call or
visit their local MS office as
soon as possible, Paul
Niederecker, IRS District
Director for Kentucky, said
today.
The total dollar value of the
undelivered refund checks for
the Kentucky district totals
$580,362.
The most common reason
for an undelivered check,
according to Niederecker, is
that the taxpayer has moved
and left no forwarding address
with the Postal Service.
In those instances where
taxpayers suspect their
checks may be lost or stolen,
Murdock Garage
Rt. 4, Murray - 492-8613
Complete Auto
Repair Service
r FAIN Tool" & Repair
•••Treteerektelesi Repair (sertoreetic emd steiederd)
....Eleetricel System Repair




• Deluxe • Low-Hung
• Top-Hung
Niederecker urged them to get
in touch with their local. IRS
office as soon as possible 3o
that tracers can be initiated
for the missing checks.
Some refunds may have
been delayed because of
errors or omissions on tax
STOP THAT RACKET!
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
mockingbird can sing all day
and all night if the mood
strikes him, often to the dismay
of those who must listen to his
seemingly limitless repertoire,
says the National Geographic
Society.
According to one ornitholog-
ist, the bird — whose favorite
season is spring — "borrows
songs for no other purpose than
to have something to sing. He
for  calling to avoid delays,weaves together and repeats
song motifs of his own in-
vention and others that, he
hears." Unlike most birds, the
mocker can sing while in flight
and seerne-tbe- Umpired by a
full moon.
Mockingbirds can imitate oth-
er sounds too. A Dallas radio
amateur traced odd messages
to a mockingbird sending his
own Morse code messages. A
Washington mocker was known
for his ability to sing along
with the National Symphony




affected should follow in-
structions received from the
IR..t in order ' to speed up
issuance of their checks.
Niederecker stressed that in
all refund inquiries to the IRS,
a taxpayer should be prepared
to provide the name and ad-
dress as it appeared on the
return, the actual name and
address-if different, the social
security numbers, and the
type of form filed.
Taxpayers in the Louisville
area can contact the IRS by
calling 584-1361. Persons
outside the local Louisville
dialing area can call toll free
1-800-292-6570. The best times
Niederecker pointed out, are
between 8:00 and 10:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.
FIRST BROADCAST
The World Series was
broadcast over the radio for
the first time on Oct. 5, 1921.
TRUMAN PLEA
President Truman on Ott.
5, 1947, asked the nation to ob-
serve meatless Tuesdays to
build up 'a stockpile of grain
for Europe.
PEAR
12 x 16'x 28'
YOUR CHOICE
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Carroll:, I even did last-minute ̀ radio
tapes for his campaign in our area last
. . I hake never hot, any harsh
words with Julian Carroll,"
• "But," he contended, he is very end-
ous to be succeeded by someone who will
be a confidant of his. and I've always
been independent I was' that 'Way in the
state Senate. I don't apologize fbr. that.
But indeed, the people of Kentileky,
especially by 1979, would be deciding
who Julian Carroll's successor is to be,
and I doubt that they seek direction-from
anybody except their own consciences
and persuasions."
Whatever Hubbard's intentions, the
fact is that all signs of meaningful opposi-
tion to him have wilted in the face of a
name recognition and, popularity that ap-
parently .go well beyond his district.
One, who thought about opposing Hub-
bard for the congressional seat was Hop-
kinsville attorney Ed Whitfield, who pub-
lished broadsides attacking his record
and bought half an hour on Paducah tele-
vision to criticize the congressman last
year.
For various reasons, Whitfield gave
up. A main reason, he said, was that
''Hubbard was so strong that it looked
doubtful I could beat him."
"His secret is contact—he is in constant
contaet with people," Whitfield said. "I'd
wager that not one in 50 constituents
knows how a man votes in Congress. It
all gets down to how much publicity he
.can get and the smiles he can hand out."
"It's pretty obvious he's running for
governor, and he's going to have to be
reckoned with," he said. "The thing that
bothers me is that it's the same old story
of a person using a public position to
elevate himself for higher office."
That'i one way of viewing it. Another
way is Hubbard's — which is to say that
he thinks his constant travel has helped,
rather than hurt, in making him a con-
gressman who is acutely aware of his
district's needs and thoughts.
"Western Kentucky people realize
they have a congressman who is inter-
ested in their problems and needs who
is in constant contact with them through
functions, newsletters and correspon-
dence," he said. "People don't think of
their congressman as someone who is
far away and hard to reach."
A look at Hubbard's travel schedule
since April, made available by him on
request, shows that indeed the congress-
man has not often been far away from
the state. Except,for a vacation in July,
Hubbard has been on the road every
weekend.
"In the last three months, I've not had
one day off," he said just before his va-
cation. "My wife, my parents, my brother,
my staff all ask why I go so hard. I have
difficulty saying no, I guess. I have
spoken to some groups that others might
have declined to address."
Perhaps the most noticeable group
that shows up on his itinerary is organ-
ized religion. Hubbard,4a minister's son
who once aspired to the ministry, ap-
pears regularly as a speaker at Sunday
church services all aroued'the state.
His' appearances - are sometimes her-
alded by newspaper 'ads that depict him
ae the epitome of patriotism and leader-
ship — ;'the kind of a young man, that
can help lead America forward," as one
put it.
(Even coming as they do during a cam-
paign period, the ads are not considered
by the Federal Election Commission.. as
publications that would help Hubbard's
re-elec(ion.-aan FEC spokesman said such
ads are considered to be part of a con-
gressman's public ,life and not subject
to campaign-finance law.)
Hubbard's pace is best illustrated by
the July 4 weekend. On July 3 he took
part. in bicentennial events in Elkton,
Marion, Sebree and Dixon. and he spoke
at the Second Baptist Church of- Green-
ville.
The next day he spoke in churches at
Mayfield (8 a.m.), Paducah (10:45 a.m.)
and Madisonville (2 p.m. and then went
--
to Pulaski, Va., for . an evening lisenten-
nial religious service, where ,he as the
guest speaker.
Hubbard rejects any suggestion, that
his church activities are connected to an
effort to enhance his political career.
"Would the cynics say I am promoting
Myself when I speak at Baptist churches
in McLean, Va., or Alexandria, Va.?" he
asked. "I am unconcerned about what
the cynics would say because I really be-
lieve I accomplished the purpose I set
out to fulfill—speaking for Christ as a
layman and a public official when I with-
drew-from the seminary (to study law).
"One reason I went into politics and
law was to have more opportunity for
witnessing as a Christian than I ever
could ha3te .03  .0 .minister,". he said, "In
the last 14 years I have had more
opportunity than my father has had
in 47 years in the ministry ... and I be-
lieve that people listen more to an offi-
cial who witnesses for Jesus Christ than
they do to a minister."
Hubbard said his church speaking ac-
tivities have picked up in recent months
because of bicentennial religious ser-
vices. "People want. to hear from me that
there is a religious life here and that
people in Congress are dependent on
God, just as our founders were," he said.
"I emphasize the religious history of
our country and the fact that we need
to be seeking God's guidance, particular-
ly as we reach our 200th birthday with
so many problems . . people are really
anxious for the people in Washington
to announce a dependency on God in
solving our problems," he added.
In his office here, contact with con-
stituents plays a big role in his activities
—he sends out newsletters, says he an-
swers all mail no matter where itorigi-
nates, congratulates high school gra.)
uates, sends out calendars, mails coed!,
knees to the bereaved, leads visitors :on
personal tours of the Ceeitol.
Legi?latively, keeping )nind that
freshmen simply don't make an enor-
mous. impact, Hubbard's , .achievenkents
In the first 18 months are More difficult
to perceive.
His attendance at the Banking and Cur-
rency and the Merchant Marine and Fish-
eries committees is regular. He -made 97 ..
per cent of the floor roll calls last year
and so far this year has a 04 per cent
average—a mark affected, incidentally,
by absences caused by speaking trips. .
Like the district he represents, be
tends to be more conservative than
eral. Congressional Quarterly -researcts.
servictionnd he voted 72 per cent of the
time last year with the House conserve- .
tive coalition; 70 per cent of the time.
with Southern. Democrats, and only 51'
'per cent of the time eith the majority
of 
Ahlicisn"grt Yhe way he has alienated some
of the organizations thatepontributed to •
his defeat of incumbent Frank Stubble-
field in 1974. Environmentalists were
furious when he reversed himself and
voted to uphold President Ford's veto
of a strip mine bill. Organized labor ere
sidered his opposition to a' comon-sittit
picketing bill treasonous.
Yet, he has won friends elsewhere. ;Diet
dairy, banking and medical lobbies have
made heaey financial contributions to
his current campaign.
On the Banking and Currency Commit-.
tee, incidentally, he has tended to take
positions supported by the industry,
which he -said . hair pleased"many Kene
tuckians who keep up with the legisla-
tion" because he and they alike consider
Rep. Henry Reuss. the chairman, a lib-
eral who wants to "weaken" banks..ak&-__
the Federal Reserse Board.
Rut as a crusader or reformist,
bard has left less of an impression. He
has introduced only 10 bills bearing his
own name. Four of those were identical.
to previous bills and two were r'private"
measures of no controversy.
fie has cosponsored more than 70 other
bills, many certain to produce no fire.
works, such as designation of rural health- .
week, Thomas Jefferson Day' and tia-
Donal cancer day; others naming Alaskan
mountains after deceased legislators amid
citing Bob Hope for his service to free-
dom. -
"I've tried to help pass good bills, kill
bad bills and bring about some fisol
alterations by Congress so we can reef*,
the goal of a balanced federal budget-
and a curb on spending," he said. ..=•-•
"I want to become more expert-On leg-
islation in my committees. It is hopeless
to become expert on legislation in com-
mittees you are not. ow—one of the frus-
trations is the time problem. There just.
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Kounty Kist Peas   16 or 4/99`
Northern facials 200 cl Box 2/88`
Bush Of. Northern Beans 14 or 4/89`
  21b. S1 10
 49 02_111.9 ,
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Merit Saltine Crackers 
Scot Lad Peas 
































Ivory Liquid  21 oz. 74'
Enfamil With Iron  13 oz. 53'
Joy 32 oi.17







Hyde Park Orange Juice  120, 44`
Hyde Park Biscuits  6 Pack 754
Scot Lad Corn  16 or 4/99`






Bell Peppers Ed' 10'
Yellow Squash lb 19'
Zucchni Squash lb 49c
COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
—
COUPON COUPON COUPON #61474 I COUPON a61473 COUPON #614'/5 COUPONLimit I Per Family Littiitl Per Family limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Family Limit I Per Family Limit 1 Per Famil Limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Family limit 1 Per Family
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Concentrated Bar Soap Final Touch
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